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either in persons or purse, to come forward.
Fortune and fame come easily in such days as
these.
The prospects is cheering to every Cuban—
to every lover of liberty.
We have gotten beyond the stage when al! desire to bo generals.
We 1) ave reached the stage when all are willing
to work in whatever sphere they may be placed,
and to work whole-hearted when that time Is
reached, as you will know success is no longer
problematical. We are eating the country up,
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inch by inch—overcoming prejudice—creating
patriots, not only by moral suasion, bat by orthodox blows, ami win we must.
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head of Starke moved,—clearly moved. It
Beginning at some not been
yond the dark river.
is none in circulation. Property is rapidly deprein a simple game of chance.”
excessively pruned—will show at a
i■1 w spot In the street or other
raised
itself
for
the
a
moFt
“I
of
sin?
is
not
good outlet, dig glane,
one
should
Was
last
act
“Still,”
her
persisted
single
convulsively
surgeon,
“Er cheat—coward !” thundered Benton,
ciating in value. A crash is inevitable ifthe Rail
cisely riiere their rootlets or mouths
up, four or live feet deep, if' lie* ground will are.
for curiosity, though I am weak ment ; its eyes rolled, and it gave vent to a
We know road delays payment two weeks
for us to judge of such a tiling.
with all his wrath aroused.
For, as everything in nature exists on like—say
longer
“By
heaven,
permit, into the door yard, or oilier wet place, the
to believe in my motive as a high- subdued moan of intense agony.
Mr.
Two hundred and fifty persons arrive daily from,
nothing of the maddened heart and insane
principle oi balancing, so the roots, having enough
| I’ll make yer eat yer words.”
is your main,
into which similar drains can a
er one—to ascertain the effect from actual Fiddyes fell fainting on the floor, as Dr.
and
of the long days
tne East, in search of employment, the return
top to balance, will spread out, as a general
“For fear you do not fully understand, 1 brain—know nothing
• ntcr from all the wet
Caruell entered. It needed but a glance to j
observation.”
places round about. Af- rule, as far under the surface as the
longer nights of suffering—nothing of how trains bring nearly empty, but where they go to
! will repeat them.”
branches
ter this Improvement, instead of "ihe con“So should I, could it he done, and, of tell the doctor what had happened, even had
we would
act under such circumstances. remain is inexplicable, fur cities west enjoy no
do above it.
If an entire tree could be stood
“Yer dare not!” was hissed from the
without pain to the object, which, not Veter just then given vent to another
loumled old place” which you have been tryBetter
leave
course,
judgment*to Him who can ] immunity, from the general stagnation. Not many
above ground, where all its parts could he
| more than tightly compressed lips.
seen, as a condition, seems to
read both the mind and the heart, and Indians remain in the city, except a lew hall
ig In vain to sell, it will be a delight to you
present, at the out- low cry. The surgeon’s measures were
it would much resemble a pair of cart-wheels
“Coward ! cheat! I dare say anything to
set. an impossibility.”
taken. Locking the door, he bore a chair
whose will directed the avenging bullet. breeds expatriated from their trbes. Occasionally
When this shall have been done, as we trust on
their axle, set on end ; the lower
I one like you.”
wheel, the
1
not,” mused the anatomist ; “I to the wall which supported tlie body of
is without sin, aud who will however, some ilinerair bund of braves pause here
will be tills very year, lucre aie the wet
“Perhaps
roots ; the upper one, the
“Coward er gin !” and his knife flashed None other
a lew hours from their almost ceaseless pert-griua
top, or branches ; the thiuk 1 have a notion.
the
malefactor,
lie drew from his pocket, ; still
dare to cast the first stone?
e'livv gardens, and elsewhere
Stay, we may conspungy places, axle connecting them, the trunk.
more
around.
tions to view the wonders of the “pale face" town'
wildly
trive this matter.
I will tell you my plan, a ease of glittering instruments, and with
keeping, by their How, the Helds wet, and renTo day I saw two Pawnee warriors fresh from
In vain the others interfered. They cared
Tiles facts are highly important to be borne
and it will be stange indeed if we too can- one of these, so small and delicate that it
dering their cultivation so late and so imper- in mind in
little for the professional and brutal gamester Letter from a Southern "Filliliuster.” the West, who were oil the War-path, belonging
out trees,—on which
|
setting
subject1 not manage to carry it out.”
scarcely seemed larger than a needle, he s but
et as to be profitless.
And then how many we
shall speak in an early No.—to have a
they did tor young Whiteman, aud could [ A correspondent of the Savannah Advertiser, to an expedition of that tribe for the extermination
The discourse, here, owing to the rapt rapidly, but dexterously and firmly, touched
of ihe Sioux, their inveterate enemies. They stood
'dgh bogs and meadows and sloping swales do plenty of good soil at the ends
: not but be surprised at the almost
sublimity writing “In the Field, near Bayaino, Cuba,
of the roots, ! attention of both
speakers, assumed a low Veter just at the back of the neck. There :
we see everywhere, tcrliie as tin* most, famous
upon the pier silently watching the removal of tinhis coolness and bravery, even
and abundant room for their extension.
though April G,” says
and earnest tone, but had, perhaps, better was no wound larger than the head of a
cargo of a Missouri steamer, ami among the mov
he was courting his own death.
prairies, with the rich deposits of countless
The armed and unarmed patriots spting up
be narrated by a relation of events to which pin, and ye! the head fell instantly, as though
iug mass of human beings who jostled and hurried
as
worthless
now
as
t
•ges;
were those prairies
ISI l.Y (d 15 X
Something in the manner of the young from the ground as did Marion’s men in days unheedingly
it gave rise.
Suffice it to say the sovereign the heart had been pierced. The doctor
by them, they presented a wierd and
lore nature drained off fWr useless waters.
I lie corn-planting season will soon be
man, too. appeared to deeply impress his I gone by upon the Pedee, and their success is
upon was more than once mentioned
its had divided the spinal cord, and Veter
of Hamilton's Brigade fantastic spectacle, with their tall war feather*
The
arrival
inevitable.
during
Ami vvIiimi, by these
who
had never before restrainmeans, your prairies us, ami no time should be lost in the
antagonist,
prepara- progress, and in a manner which plainly Starke was dead indeed.
! at Port Naranjo was an event. They came in floating in the breeze. They were nearly nude
ed his hand from a swift vengeance.
shall have become dry land, put In the plow iion o( the ground ; and in this
The detached
I
previous prep- i told that two speakers each
companies, and only since they have with only blankets ot piebald colors thrown about
A
few
minutes
to
recall
the
sufficed
suffipossessed
delicate frame trembled not; the sweet, taken the field has any appreciation oi their them in “careless abandon.” anti short skiu
deeply as the sward c.111 be handsomely turn- aration lies tlie secret of success. The soil cient
legj
influence to obtain the assistauce of sculptor to his senses.
at first gazed
He
almost girlish expression upon those mobile strength of numbers or their strength in arms gings and n occasins, to protect them from the cold
ed; and into the seams of every other furrow should be ploughed, cross-ploughed, harrowed !
and that such assistance would be wildly upon the still
so
royally,
From
their
arrival
went
to
had.
been
they
suspended body,
1
chill wind which has boon blowing all day. Theij
put sugar beet seed, and thin the plants to a ami cross-harrowed, until the
lips remained unaltered; the cheeks were
ground is redue- required iu their schemes.
were mountpainfully recalled to life by the rough vene- unblanched, and the mild, blue eyes never WGrfc. in earnist—a large number
countenances were plentifully besmeared with
loot in tlie row.
For, under just such circum- ed to the finest possible tilth, and the surface !
j
their
hours
of
arrival
and
within
twelve
ed
The shades of evening deepened while section of the
ochre and Vermillion, and their beads shaved close
hangman, and the subsequent swerved from their steady gaze upon the
stances we iiave known them to be, at maturi- made as mellow as an ash
as
to
the
the
country
though
bank; blit in plant- 1 the two were still conversing; and,
i away, scouting
friction of anointing his body to prevent the
ly with the exception of the “scalp lock.1’
leaving
black
is
uot
with
them—
It
Hamilton
ones.
manor
as
if
the
born,
yet
fiery
ty, nine inches in diameter; so that at a fool iug, “make haste slowly,” should be our motto, this
appeared
scene, let us cast one hurred glimpse at adhesion of the plaster.
.Several negroes who were at work upon lb.
i he may be in Cuba ere this reaches you, though.
and yet a departure from thU maxim is a futal <
and
the
bird
had
serpent
would
changed
places,
some
apart they
lap by
inches, produc- and common errbr. Wait until the
“You need not fear now,” said Dr. CarOld familiar faces are here, though last seen deck of the steamer seemed to b'- objects ofgreat
is \ another, taking place contemporaneously.
and
the
fierce
charmer
became
ground
the
charmed.
At present mar,a, and then
ing a vast amount to the acre.
at Shiloh or at the Wilderness pressing through curiosity lothem and the
Between Pimlico and Chelsea, and across uell ; “I assure you he is dead.”
your grain will sprout at once,
goodnatured“yah,yah.'
“Pshaw!” at length continued Luke the smoke of battle, am! these veterans of the of
these can be converted with great profit into and grow oti' without a check until it reaches a canal the bed of
the formei, provoked them to such merriment
“But he wan alive, surely !”
which has since been
“I
am a fool to take
and
short,
work
of
of
Rebellion
make
notice
Bolton,
speedy
great
milk anil butter; at present—for we want to maturity.
any
as an Indian docs not often
Many farmers, impatient to be done used for the
indulge in.
railway terminating at Victo“Only for a moment, and even that, er boy that I could crush between my thumb the thiu skinned Andalusians. Von can readily Of
with their planting, are content with a hurried
’-‘•11 all who have a spot of land, that heH root
the agricultural character of the state of .\Y
ria station, thete was, at the time of which
to
life
be
mere
called
a
chance
;
muscular
what
and
conscript
Spaniard,
then
scarcely
commit the seed to a bed so
plowing,
and lingers.
Take yer money, ef yer such imagine
•uyar-makinj is rapidly oil its sweet way cold as to destroy its vitality before it can we speak, a rude timber footway, long since contraction.”
fresh from a voyage, reduced by the horrors of I braska 1 will say briefly, that the lands along the
er sneak ; go back
ermong the women and ; an aggravated sea sickness, and green to the line ot the Union Pacific Railroad for two hundred
the
or
If
it
is
does
a
more substantial and convencome up, it is with such replaced by
through
world;
already an interest of sprout;
:
The sculptor resumed his labor. The never dare ter show
yer face ermong men war, has with these powder burned tigers. miles west of the Missouri river, have a fertility
great magnitude in some of the old countries, irregularity as to require replanting, and the ient erection, but was known as the woodI Some of them have recently been seen in and almost unequalled in all the rich productive fieldbody was girt at various circumferences ergaiu.’’
plants, feeble, spindling and yellow, like dedi- en
and In a year or two, at most, will be here at
It
was
bridge.
named, shortly ufter- with fine twine, to be afterwards withdrawn
“I care
cate, sickly infants, rarely reach a vigorous
lor the money, was still around Bayamo, Mayart and Bitciry, and where- of the West. These are situated in the
nothing
valleys ot
our doors.
have been seen will
Let 11s see then that we are not maturity. We remember an old
ward, Cutthroat, linage, and lor this reason.
lie rememever
gentleman in
through a thick coating of plaster, so as to the calm response. “It’s nothing to me.” ;i bored.theyThornton is at Palma long
| the Platte, Elkhorn. Loop Fork and Papillioii
Doria
ihe foolish
While
Mr.
the
and
most
Dr.
with
to-day—
Maryland,
successful
no oil in our lamps
Carnell were separate the various
Fiddyes
virgins
corn-grower in
to the looseness of the soil, the
!
“What do yer want then?”
pieces of the mould,
to-morrow about Villa del Colire ever ready. 1 rivers. Owing
his
who was generally ten days behind
when the bridegroom
discoursing over their wine, as we have al- which was at last completed; and, after
cometh; but have them his county,
“To prove that you are a coward at Broughton is invalided with a wound received farmer need not sutler from drought or excessive
in getting his seed in. While
neighbors
trimmed and
ready seen, one Peter Starke, a drunken this, Dr. Carnell skillfully flayed the
burning by having the ground
within twelve hours after landing. Van Horn, rains, as in dry weather evaporation draws moistwere
striving to finish, the old fellow was
jJ
body, heart.”
Is an original Alabama Rebel, ure to the surface, and the loose friable soil absorbs
pensioner, was murdering his wife upon the to enable a second mould to be taken
duly prepared, and by all the helps which prac- giving his corn land an extra
of
“No man ever lived that dared ter say who says he
working, which
wo have last mentioned.
leaves me to day for La Guanaja and the viciui- excessive water in rainy seasons.
theirs
never
and
The
science
the
Ills
spot
coincigot.
arts
j
can bestow, to learn
the entire figure, showing every muscle of such er
tice,
crop invariably matured
thing.”
as soon as theirs; and instead of
ty of Gen. Quesada's command.
Oats produce from sixty to one hundred bushels.
its best modes of culture.
being obliged, dence was curious.
the outer layer.
because you murdered them,
Little ot this is of interest to you who listen
as they were, to do more or loss
“Simply
In
he
those days the punishment of crimiIt is said the wheat of Nebraska commands in the
replanting,
The
two moulds were thus taken.
It is Luke Bouton.”
; for stirring news, for great battles whereon ; st. Louis markets ten cents
THE POTATO-UN OHIUi\'4)|, IM. had, on the contrary, to thin out his crop. The nals followed
above any other wheat.
closely upon their conviction. difficult to conceive more ghastly appearground being warm, the seed never rotted ; nor
“Murdered? But, no, I’ll not fight er you can indite many words; for changes and The average crop is
POHT1XCE.
The
Chelsea
twenty-six bushels to the acre"
whom we have men- ances than
which to build long blaca head I
did the crows and blackbirds
assaults,
prisoner
upon
for
For
annoy him,
they presented.
sculptor’s boy.”
Like tobacco anil maize or Indian corn, the he took cart; to
lines; but to us these little skirmishes, temper- i and forty are not uneommon. Apples and peaches
give them their share upon the tioned was found guilty on Friday, and sen- work
“Because you dare not. But you shall ed as they are by the most bloodylhirsty spirit promise success.
they were utterly useless; for uo
potato is an American production. The civil- surface of the ground, and thus relieve them tenced to die on the
following Monday. He artist, except the most daring of realists, have no excuse,” and Mark AArhiteman
upon the part of the Spaniards, and by tiie desized world first had knowledge of it through from the temptation to dig his planted grain. was a sad scoundrel,
impenitent to the last, would have ventured to indicate the horrors full in the face of the blood-stained spat perate, soul-nerved resolution oil the part of The native trees are cottonwood, a light poroub,
No directions of general
can
be
application
gamb- the Liberals—these things to us are not void of \ yellowish white wood, the red and white elm. the
Columbus, who found it in use among the na- given for the selection of seed
glorying in the deeds of slaughter which lie which they presented.
corn, because
Fiddyes refused to ler.
1
tives of Cuba, 1494 ; aud the early discoverers of variations in soil and
It is not permitted | black jaek, red and burr oak, black walnut, huckleexcitement nor danger.
and because, had witnessed and acted duriu" the scries receive them.
climate,
In an instant all was confusion.
Benton i me to go into details—suffice it to say that each | berry, hickory, willow and cedar. The buffalo
of South America found it growing wild there. in spite ol the most careful
the corn of campaigns which had just euded
selection,
Dr. Carnell, hard aud cruel as he was,
previwill
sprang forward with liis knife upraised, and day adds to our force, strength, unanimity and grass will remain sweet and juicy under the snow
gradually, by hybridizing and othercauses,
Its introduction and use among European naat Waterloo.
He was a tall, well- for kindness’s sake iu his
Each day brings to the ports we ! all winter and is very nutritious. Coal is found m
assimilate itself to that cultivated in the same ously
was a would have cut down his insulter with j prospects.
profession,
built fellow enough, of middle
tions was very slow, and was. attended with neighborhood.
hold men, munitions, stores, money and hope. abundance. These facts I have obtained
The fact is, that though grains
age, for his gentle, geuial father of a family of
a
blow.
But
others
did
the
partly
same.
daughtThey The issue is no longer doubtful.
class was not then, as now,
much opposition, by the French especially; and and vegetables may be bred to run into
composed chief- ers. lie received the casts, aud at once realized that blood must be
from personal observation and from the most reliexcess,
but
continues
as
well
to
as
shed,
Blockade
running
increase.
If
they
It was not till a time of great
animals, in particular points and ly cf veterans, but comprised many young
scarcity, during
consigned them to a garret, to which he insisted upon “fair play.” Even in the the hatches could be lifted oil', half the vessels I able sources. Many have written me from the
climate will not, after all, be forced men,
their revolution—some 70 years ago—had forc- qualities,
just sufficiently disabled to be unfit for forbade access. His youngest
would show something con- East for information upon this subject, and for adto adopt what any curious
daughter, horrible code of Texas duelling they de- i in the Gulf to-day
\
experimentalist may service. Peter Starke,
ed It upon them, that its culture and use be- choose to
We are working
coming to Nebraska.
traband of war.
although but slight- one unfortunate day, during her father’s manded that the rules of honor
transplant from one region to anothrapidly! vice in reference tocounsel,
should
( ?)
the
when
the
but I know of no better
came general.
ly wounded had nearly completed his term absence, was
day
cordon
I do not wish to
will
Now it is almost universally er. [Turf, Field and Farm.
be
grand
against
feminine curios- be strictly adhered to.
impelled
by
I placed around us, which fire and iron alone can !
of service, and had obtained his
in the west, and certainly no state affords
point
pension ity—perhaps a little increased by the pro“If you must fight,” said an old
ranger, remove. Now is the time for the adventurous better natural facilities for farming.
I
A. H. n.

spoke of
underdraining:

Last week

tages

of

we

sonic

tills

cultivated, has added millions to the popula-

of the advan-

tion of

week, how.

Europe,

AT

and has there rendered almost

The sunset darkens in the West,
The sea gulls haunt the bay,
And far and high the swallows fly,
To watch the dying day.
Now where is she that once with me
The rippling waves would list?
And O for the song I loved so long.
And the darling lips I kist!
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An Unsolved
A .1 rwcli-r

with contorted limbs, wild, glaring eyes one
The murderer had searched the person of
who seemed to be disemboweled by the fraghis victim for something.
meut of a shell, and there half burled iu the
Thus far all was plain, but henceforward plowed-up earth, was a female form, which
all was mystery.
Coroner Thomas Smith, seemed to have been violently thrust into the
earth by some terrible force. Further on the
having been summoned from his residence horrified
spectator saw the empurpled face of
in Flushing, arrived yesterday morning, and a
young man, who lay as if in an undisturbed
in
the work of the this solving mystery began
sleep, for apparently his soul passed away durearnest.
The persons best acquainted with ing this short but terrible commotion, as if he
tlie shop declared they could sec no change ; 'had
silver
Wrapped tile drapery of his couch around him
gold watches hung upon the wall,
And laid down to pleasant dreams.
the diamond
ware crowded the show-cases,
Near this young man, in the full hey day of
man s cra\ at.
youth, was a tender babe on the threshold of
pin still ■ 'listened in the dead
So far as could he seen nothing had been existence, with a look of innocent astonishment
on its pretty face, as its frail life must have
taken. The safe was locked, and a propassed away in the first shock, as it was thrown
tracted search for the key proving fruitless, from its father’s arms and probably instantly
it.
break
into
to
orders
Smith
Coroner
killed. Almost touching it lay the wounded
gave
The task being accomplished, its contents mother, frantic with fear, and covered with
oozed from different parts of the
were found undisturbed.
Everything was j blood that
Further on, with limbs distorted aud a
body.
the
seen
had
Zimmer
found exactly as
hideous gash on his forehead, was the body of
victim put them away on the preceding ! tlie brakeman. Close to the car was the alnight. The money was there tied as de- I most unrecognizable corpse of a man who had
scribed, and proved to be SIS.) in amount. been dragged some distance, around whose
neck and head were a number of wounds any
Tlte gold watch and chain were there, and
His
oue of which would have proved fatal.
It
was
so were the rings and the spoons.
form was twisted into spiral shape, and the broplain the murderer had not tampered with ken bones and protruding entrails would even
It was plain that if plunder had have sent a thrill of horror through au army
the safe.
bone in his body was broken,
incited to murder, something had frightened surgeon. Every
the back part of the skull was wrenched off,
he
after
made
moment
the
the assassin away
and the dirt-bedraggled shreds of flesh were
that hurried clutch into the dead man’s amalgamated with the rags of apparel satuated
pocket that had left the tell-tale marks be- with blood. Interspersed with these, the fated
victims, lay the wounded, alternately moarning
mna.
aud groaning with heart-rending cries that
A careful examination of the house prov; were most pitiful. Rushing distractedly here
ed conclusively that the murder had been and there were friends and relatives, who had
some one who was in it with Rob- missedeach other in the confusion, filled with
done

Mystery.

Murdered while

Aaleep in b8»

Shop.
From

the New York Times, April 2'J.]

Artistic murder frequently chooses the
solitude of die rural village rather than the
hustling, prying city as the scone of its development. Hence we lately had the frightful homicide at Spring Valley, and yesterday another horrible mystery was found iu
a jeweler's shop iu the quiet hamlet of live
Neck, twenty-two miles from the City on
The
the lice of the New* Haven railroad.
victim of his last outburst of homicidal
mania is Gilbert H. Robiuson, aged 2s!
years, a native of the village where his life
was so
ruthlessly wrested from him. He
was known to every inhabitant of the vil-

young man, sober, industrious,
Following the
generous, almost faultless.
occupation of a jeweler he had established
a
prosperous business iu a small shop just !
beyond the bridge spanning the small creek
separating Rve Neck from Mamaroneck.
1 lis shop had a narrow* door and a contracte 1 show-window looking out upon the creek,
fiie shop is not more than eighteen feet iu
length, and ten in width, and at the rear,
c'ose up against the wall, was a small iron
bedstead furnished with mattresses, sheets
,iud pillows, and here, as the whole village
knew, Robinson had slept for two years
Sometimes it was his custom to offer !
\ nst.
a
share of this bed to a friend from the
by
\
iciuity of the village who had been belat- iusou’s knowledge and consent, by some
ed on his way home, and sociable and con- one who had come in to
sleep with him,
dding as lie w as in his disposition, his shop and who had gone to bed with him ; by
was frequently the resort of young men of some one who had lain
patiently waiting
But until his victim was asleep, and had then
the villaga to pass a weary evening.
confiding as lie was with acquaintances, he stealthily risen and dealt him the fatal blow.
was cautious to a fault and never retired The little
shop had no nook or corner uufor tiie night without barring his door, nor
oceupied for a man to be secreted in. No
without placing a loaded revolver within
burglar could have scaled the wall and
reach ot his hand.
weather-boarding from die bed of the creek,
It is necessary to go back iu detail of the j and have thus
gained au entrance by the
last day ol bis life to give all that is known window, without
leaving some mark behind
nt his bloody and mysterious death.
On! him. No
struggle could have taken place
Monday afternoon last he announced his without disarranging the room aud leaving
intention of visiting New York on the
bloody marks of its having been. The lock
ucceediug day, to attend an auction sale of the front door had not been broken nor
nf diamonds, and from several requested had the window been disturbed.
There
1' 'Hus of money, saying he wanted to raise were no
bloody stains auywhere in the room
>■"'00. but so far as is known, telling no one
except on the wall, just above the dead
bow much he had obtained.
Several of man’s head, and those had come from the
these applications do not appear to have blood
spurting out the moment the blow was
been successful, but Michael 11. Stuber,
given.
keeper of a drinking saloon some distance ; The murder is as vet au unsolved mysabove him on the same street, promised |
tery. Every community lias its black sheep,
him SCO, and at ft o’clock in the evening he 1 and here
suspicion points to several but has
went to the saloon to get the money.
The i not fastened
The inquiry now
upon aay.
place, which appears to be the resort of the i is to find the man who, after 10.15 o’clock
village, was tilled with a crowd of idlers,! Monday night strayed into Robinson’s
many of whom are remembered and named,!l shop, and, asking to stay with him until
and in full view of everybody in the saloon,
morning, received a hearty welcome. When
Muber gave Robinson the money, which 1 that man is found the murderer will be in
ihe latter put in his pockel, and immediatecustody to answer for his horrible crime.
ly left the saloon and returned to his shop. Its object had beeu as plainly disappointed.
The saloon was open that night at least
Frightened from the scene of horror the
until 11 o’clock.
moment he. had made it suc-h, the murderer
At 10 o’clock iu the evening, .Julius Zim- had
gone from the place, and left no tangible
mer a young man of the
village, passing sign. Into the gloom of the night and the
the shop, seeing the door open and Robin- solitude of the deserted
street, he took his
son
standing behind the counter, stepped m dreadful secret. No one saw him come or
to have his watch
regulated. Robinson com- jI go. IIis secret is yet his otvn, hut he must
pleted this task iu five minutes, and while ! keep it against a whole comnvr.iit v deterZimmer still lingered in the shop, Robinson mined to wrest it from him.
busied himself iu putting away a portion of;
b is stock in his safe.
He lifted a large roll
on the Long Island
oi money tied with a common twine
string j Appalling Disaster
Railroad.
from below the counter, and in plain
sight
From the Now York World, :lth.
nf' Zimmer put it away iu the safe,
lie did
the same with a haudsome gold watch which
One ol those distressing accidents which but
he took from his pocket, as he did also with seldom occur iu the regions of so old a civilization as ours, hut are
in the West,
a box of
rings and a box of silver spoons, took ace yesterday at frequent
a quiet village hamlet
i le then locked the safe, uuil Zimmei with
iu tiie vicinity of .Jamaica, Long Island.
As
out noticing what be did with the key, bid the Northport passenger train, which left at
him good-night and passed out.
Robinson 10:JO for Hunter's Point, with three cars full
of people, had just left the station at Jamaica,
had just wound up his music box, and with
and reached a stopping place known as Willow
its sweet strains sounding in his ears Zim- Tree, the
passengers experienced
mer crossed the bridge, not a hundred
A SUDDEN SHOCK,
yards j
ou
and
which
he
met
a
man dressed! and
away,
the rear car seemed to be dragged from the
in dark clothes, walking in the direction of track as it wrenched asunder
by the force of
Robinson’s shop, but whom he did not notice gunpowder, and for the distance of J00 feet
in the gloom sufficiently to tell whether this was carried crashing along the track, until every particle of its interior appointments were
late straggler was a villager or a
stranger. sent flying around iu every direction. Some
All that Zimmer knows is that he met a laborers in the Helds
adjacent hail their attenman walking toward Robinson’s whose
shop tion called to the passing train by a loud redoor was still open, and whose lamps threw port like that of a cannon, and seeing the wreck
which had been made, hastened to the scene of
a band of dazzling
light across the lonely the disaster. There
they beheld, entangled in
street.
the debris, a number of dead, dying and woundI ins is the last seen of Robinson alive. ed
passengers, all of whom seemed like people
Xo evidence has been obtained as to when just awakened from some hideous dream, and
could hardly realize their present
he closed his door, or as to who. if
any one. The cause of this accident was seen in position.
was with him when he closed his door and
A BROKEN UAJJ.
retired for the night. The next
morning his wrenched lroin the
tires, having a portion of
hop was closed, but the circumstance oc- about four feet iu length
snapped oil' and imcasioned no remark among his immediate bedded in a shattered
truck. The train had
neighbors, who had been informed of his been going at the usual rate of twelve miles an
intention of visiting New York, and who hour, and next to the engine, the ‘-Thurlow
Weed," was a smoking car preceding two pasknew it was his custom to close his
place senger cars, the
latter of which was the one
during his absence. About 9 o’clock in the demolished.
It seems that the engine, smoking
Daniel
12
morning
Stuber, aged
years, who and front car had passed over the rail in safety,
wanted to inquire about a watch,
happened though probably their weight had injured it,
it flew up and caught the front truck
to try the door, and,
finding it unlocked, but
wont in.
lie saw no one, heard no one in of the rear car, and, holding it like a chisel,
allowed the car to be carried over, as it tore
: he back
part of the shop, which was through the floor, wrenching away every parscreened from view by a large box.
The ticle but the mere sides. Seats flooring and windows were dashed against each other with a
boy stamped twice to attract attention, but terrifle
noise, aud stout planks were splintered
no
the
receiving
response passed out, closing
into small fragments,stout iron bolts were snapo.oor behind.
The boy knew of nothing
ped asunder, and iron bars beut and twisted
-iugular iu the door being unlocked, and into most fantastic shapes, or coiled together
did not happen to mentiou the fact durin(r as they lay like a nest of serpents. Both trucks
seemed welded into one indistinguishable mass,
the day.
and the spectator witnessing the devastation
At
:o0 o’clock in the
evening, William could only experience a feeling of surprise that
i 1. selzer, a
neighbor of Robinson, sat be- any human being could escape uninjured from
fore his door, just beyond that of the
jew- such a violent and terrifle wreck. Vet there
eler, with Win. l’erriu, when Mr. Fisher Were several among the thirty passengers occupying tiie car who received not the slightest
crossed the bridge, and,
passing Robinson’s injury; hut their escape may be considered
as
to
the
door.
He found it un- miraculous. The
happened
try

lage

as

a

|

terrible apprehensions,
whichonly allayed
when the object of search was found. Then
warm
came
congratulations on the lucky
Hut as their eyes rested on the
escape.
remains of their ill-fated fellow passengers,
every effort was made to allay their sufferings,
aud the neighbors kindly came aud proffered
assistance. The car doors were quickly put
in requisition as stretchers, and those among
the wounded unable to assist themselves were
removed to the adjacent houses. The tracks
and sleeps were covered with blood, and pieces
of human flesh adhered to the fragments of
the wreck, upon one of which the writer saw
the hair of a lady clotted with blood, and
clinging to the fragments of the scull, while
part of the woodwork near was bespatted with
brains and blood.
who occupied this
car, six were killed, about eleven seriously,
and seven or eight dangerously wounded.
When the people began to clear away the debris,
and the forms were uncovered, few of them
A train was despatched from
were recognized.
Jamaica, and six bodies were placed on board
and conveyed to Remsou’s Hotel to await the
action of Coroner Hendrickson, who was quite
agitated at this unusual increase of business;
j and as a jury could not be cmpanueled without
delay, the in quest was postponed nutilMonday,
| at IP. M.
the

thirty people

j
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"ilhert had returned.
They wentin,called
“ftilbert” twice, and getting no answer,
passed behind the box, and iu the uncertain light saw Robinson
lying upon his
bed.
Supposing he was asleep, Sclzer put
Ids hand upon his face, aud
instantly exclaimed, “He’s dead.” The
was
1

village

aroused, and, lights being brought, the first
murder in the annals of the quiet hamlet
was revealed ; and a most horrible murder
it

was.

SCENE PRESENTED

to the survivors ns they recovered from the
shock of the concussion was very painful, as

along

the line between the broken rail and the
point where the engine stopped, were tire mangied corpses of the dead scattered at random,
and interspersed with wounded men and women, groaning in agony or shaking with terror,
as they had dropped
through the open space
made so swiftly, and, bruised and
bleeding iroin
the fall, were only more
cruelly mangled and
torn by the rude splinters and
jagged musses of
irou dragged over them. Those were
lucky
indeed who lound themselves thrown far oil'
and away from the wrecked mass as it tore
along, ploughing the soil, and angrily crunching in pieces everything that came in its way.
The engine continued its course for
upwards of
Iso yards; but the engineer
perceiving that water flowed from the
tender, stopped the locomotive as speedily as
possible, and thus prevented a more dlustrous accident. Fortunately for those in the forward cars this stoppage
had been so soon cfl'ected; for a few
yards further on was a bridge and an
embankment, and
the second car had already been hoisted from
the track, and would certainly be
precipitated
down the enbankment, as the wrecked ear was
every moment dragging it away from the rails.
Luckily, the ground where the accident happened was perfectly level, or more serious results
would have been the consequeuce of the accident, if the train had been thrown down the
excavation of some fifteen feet but a few yards
in advance of the engine. The news of the disngter spread rapidly, and hundreds came flocking to the spot, many Jiarrassed by a thousand
vague fears, as most of the residents in the vicinity are people doing business in the city, and
consequently constant passengers.
Wives,
mothers and daughters hastened to the spot,
fully expecting to see friends or relatives disfigured corpses, or dying from ghastly wounds;
as it was they were
petrilied with horror at

kobmsou had retired with the intention
of taking the early train, and had not
fully
undressed, but had lain down in his overshirt and pants, even
retaining his collar
and necktie, with a small diamond
pin in
it, upon his person. He was found thus
clothed, with his skull crushed in and
weltering in the blood, which had soaked
through the heavy pillows and through the
sheets, and through heavy coverlets and
mattresses. Against the head of the bed
stood a heavy double-barrelled
shot-gun—
nothing but the barrel, as it had been in
the shop, removed from the stock for
weeks
an,l oue CQd of this was
stained with
blood and matted with
hair, showing that
I
it had been used as the instrument of
death. 1
It was plain that Robiuson had been
killed
as he slept, that his face was
partly turned
to the wall at the moment, that the first
blow had produced instant death, and that
the murderer had stood over him and
just
beyond the head of the bed when he dealt
him the double-handed blow which ended
the terrible spectacle
his life. The murderer had done m®re than
Which met the anxious
for
gaze, and to those who
the
this,
pockets of the dead man were participated in the recent
war it presented tiie
stained with the marks of
bloody fingers. aspect of a mloature battle field. Here
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proverb.
sent to

Comparison.

arc

men

odious, affirms

have

more reason

the truth of tins

proposition

the
(o as-

than

those who foisted Grant upon the country.
He is like a balky animal at the head of a

SIDING.

The ease of F. M.

Grath

Since that time the

coun-

who

De

for the alleviation of

A Philadelphia judge lately remarked that it
Is more dangerous to pick a man’s pocket than
The thief is surer of punishto take his life.
ment than the murderer.

lie is accustomed to travel in a

upon him a

Our brother of the

Transcript

levelling

---

a

ment for a pen that lias got a

people

must call

will venture

we

j

What the readers

and seek for will lie furnished, of

appreciate

withiu reasonable limits.

divorces

granted

was

tliit

of

Bath hasn’t yet solved the mystery of the

floating

skeleton, and continues to hint

darkly

at murder.
A very prudent politician is Judge James C.
Taylor of Virginia, lie is the Independent.
Republican candidate for the oiticc of Attorney
In his pubGeneral of the Ancient Dominion.
lished confession of faith
i

be says

:

“I am

u

supporter of the present administration of the
National Government so far as I am able to tinikrstaml if."
The Spaniards

are banging away at Amerivessels to make them show colors and papers— u course that is permitted to the police

can

let the

Dons be cautions of

Rreekenbridge
Legislature at its

next

During the spirit-phctograph trial In New
following divorces have also been deYork. V. T. liaruum was examined as an ex
Turner
vs.
IVm.
U.
creed—Lydia
Turner;
pert in humbugging. Joyce Heath, the WoolEmily Furbish vs. Leander A. Furbish, Hiram
ly Horse, the Mermaid, and other forgotten
T. Sherman vs. Elizabeth T. Sherman; Martha
impositions were brought to light, to the great
Hagarty vs. Alyrick Hagarty.
The

amusement of the spectators.

| the radical cart,

are becoming restive under
existiug state of things. They have
submitted, they say, to follow whisky-soaked leaders loug enough, while urged on by

the

Nearly

thousand

a

will soon lie at work

men

the Iloosac tunnel.

on

A late divorce case lu Chicago develops the
fact that an old man. after nineteen years of
wedded life, married three other women in
rapid succession, and maintained four separate

establishments.
The Reform

League lias led to the formation,
Philadelphia, of a High Tariff League.
for the sake of the party.” A' ';
the cry
The new style ol postage stamp is blue
the time has come to know typical of the effect of tiie administration on
declare,
Gifthey
Judges
agreed state- whether party profession of sympathy for the country.

U. S. Circuit Court. Before
ford and Fox. On Friday last an
ment was determined upon bv Counsel iu the
case of Bradish Johnson vs Neal Dow, and the
law will lie argued at a future day.
This is an action of debt upon a judgment
for some §1500.00, given in a Louisiana Court
against Neal Dow, for the value of certain
goods and chattels taken from Johnson’s plantation mansion by Dow and appropriated to his

smutty, or imthe opinion that

repartee, which embodies a double entendre
almost invariably hits the mark—and writers

the

cause

temperauce

means

anything.
outspoken

ask that an earnest and
friend of prohibition be nominated

They

ernor.

If such action is

will themselves put

they

in

a

perance,
was

|

J

also

then

candidate in the

At‘a Convention of the

or i

Waterville, hist week, which
attended by a delegation of Good
this

subject

was

The way ol life of
upon “the
order.

a

bachelor is said to lie

European plan'

pay for what yon

Capl. I). A. Moore, ol the (list New York
who lost a leg lu the seven days'
Sous of Tem- Regiment
before

at

Templars,

V radical paper lias discovered that Grant's
are fearfully and wonderful y
made.

appointments

tor Gov-

taken,

not

field.

own use.

But mere in- 1

Among the items upon which judgment was
rendered are silver spoons, silver knives, a sildecency, grossness unrelieved by either wit
ver pitcher, etc.
wisdom, is an offence to all but fools—and is ; Mr.
Johnson, we are informed, was a staunch
A Union man
moreover an evil that works Its own cure.
during the war.
sheet that should take that course would simBradbury & Bradbury, lor Plaintiff—Davis £
ply commit suicide. While there are American ; Drummond for Defendant.
course

at

••

or

not slow to find it out.

The population of Alaska is estimated

physicians of the sea. But
examining the going too far.

rainy eveThere is trouble breeding in the radical
some employranks in this sftate. The temperance men,
habit of gallopwho have bCnu-used as dray-horses to haul

date—

few such papers, or even eminent writers, are
A jest, or joke,
free from that taint, if it be one.

are

legs
They

50,000.

a

Concerning Smut.
ing, and won't keep still.
Bro. Simpson, of the Belfast Journal, makes
his paper not only spicy but smutty.
[FortOne of the Saints in Trouble.
! land Transcript.
We
find the following iu ti e Court Reat
the
matter
we
to
look
fairly,
Designing
It
our Portland brother is fastidious.
think
of
the Portland Argus of a recent
j
port

who has lost his

a man

matrimonial.

j

gift?

In Richmond

married a woman that never had any.
are not people of any standing.

will go into the Kentucky
session, In place of PresNathaniel 15. Clapp from Eicauor L. Clapp. The ton, who now holds the seat for Fayette coun[iarties live in Frankturt. The plaintiff testi- ty. it is a mistake to suppose that he is poor
and broken,
lie is worth not less than $00,fied that he is 41 years of age, and his wife 5t>.
000, and his health was never so good as it is
He is a stout, rugged looking man, in the at
present.
prime of life, while she appeared much older
Orders have been Issued for recruiting ami
than she actually Is, and so infirm that she
increasing the army.
walked to the stand with difficulty.
It appearIt cost New York $7,000 to try to smeil out.
ed that she owned a farm worth about vMon,
some fraud in Hoffman’s election, and not a
while he had no considerable amount of pro- scent was found.
perty. They disagreed about the management
Spain has backed down and placed the pasof the farm, and hence the divorce suit.
After
sengers of the Lizzie Major at the disposal of
a full hearing, Judge Dickerson cut the knot
the United States Consul.
the

Among

wil. not think

longer than it would be but for
ning, and the necessity of finding

of our local

and M_Lallan for defendant.

Paixhan at his two line para! graph,
lie is too kindly hearted to seek to
| wound. But the charge has been sometimes
made locally, and we commend the reading of!
j
| the foregoing to the critics. The comment is
we are

Several

considered.

tight

Richmond,)

has lost tlie Post Olllcc

Columbia, S. 0., to which President Grant
inis appointed Charles 11, Wilder, an ex-slave,

at

who is

We

scarcely

able to read or write.

Lewis Lane, ol

Pittsburg, Pa., lost six wives
quote from a report (if the proceedings— in succession—all dying sudden and mysterl
This is uot the piano nfi’air in Florida,
An interesting and lengthy debate took place ous deaths.
At last there was an Investlga
about which so much has been said—lint a respecting political action as temperance men, tion, and Lewis was
hanged last Thursday.
1 which was participated in by Hon. Joshua N'vc,
the stay
of the
tiling that occurred during
°
J
A
new
1).
15.
free
trade
Rev.
Rands
11.
Rev.
IS.
who
arc
W.
lion.
.Jackson,
daily
paper is talked of in
|
Illomes, for instance,
fastidious, merely
moral reformer in Louisiana.
Henry Tallmau, S. 1. Roberts, S. i). Wood and Boston, with in11'),000 as a sinking fund.
prick the skin, while Prentice, whose repartees j great
others. This debate resulted in the unanimous
What a nice little man this Neal Dow is !
are not always modest, transfixes his victims
New Haven, Conn.. April :id.
The negro
adoption of the following resolutions
with a javelin, lie has never need to aim a We all remember his connection with ElResolved, That in the opinion of this Grand charged with committing an outrage upon a
Division the State Temperance Committee young girl near this city on Tuesday las t, was
second one. For instance—
der Peck, and the assistance he rendered
should call a convention of the friends of tem- arrested at Madison to-day, and is now In jail
The editor of the. Whig says that "Secrecy
lie says his name is George Hudson,
that radical worthy iu taking care of the perance previous to the meeting of the State here,
is ever a badge of guilt.” Theu why does he
wits whose

not open to the reproductions
proach suggested, they bear no comparison, In
effectiveness, to those that are. Saxe and Dr.
are

Convention of the political parties for consul- and that he came from Hartford.
money iu the State Treasury, and his ten- tation as to tlie
A private bonded warehouse has been estub
good of the cause, and to take
der care of the safe, as related by the El- such measures as shall secure its safety.
Ushed ill North Haven, in this collection disThat should neither ot the parties
Resolved,
der himself.
The State Treasury is still
nominate a candidate for Governot satisfactory trict, and another Is soon to be established at
from the effects of that financial to the temperauce men of the State, another Vtnalhaven. The islands were made ports of
lean

breeches?
We remember ids comment on a paragraph
stating that a Mrs Cross had given birth to a
wear

child weighing but

one

pound

-‘‘that

Cross

wasn’t hard to bear.”
Tom

Hood,

convention be called for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Governor, to be supported by temperance men.

who

And

pick

Sidney Smith,

“among

this State.

one

thinkers and talkers, as a churchman should
have been the pink of propriety—yet we all re-

A letter

Chamberlain

bv the radicals in

iuviting

him

to

accept

member the story of his

1

thoughtful

brow is

perched

Mr. John-

H;!t-/s saw and stave mills, at. Warren, own
ed, by Mr. Caswell Merry, were destroyed In
fire a few nights since.
Boston

A

lias been

1

quoted.

delivery by a recent act of Congress, to enable
Ashing vessels to obtain drawback on salt used
for fishing purposes.

photographer

hits

taken a group

position again
pu.disued. it that is rather unsital in these days, it was a
photograph of four generations’ aged as fol
is signed by Abucr Coburn, 1 >■ ■: ii- I. .Mil
lows eighty-two fifty, twvnty-thi.-e and three
liken, Nathan Dane, Noah Woods, WashRecently while workmen were removing
ington Long, .1. I’. .Morse, (i core 1 Miep- some ruboish Irom the old brick barracks
at
ley, George L. Ileal, Thomas s. I. i■ .. The Fort Preble, near Portland, they found, tied up
in a handkerchief, 88000 in hank bills, in gt’Oilo
Governor responds, expressing his willingpackages. All the notes were lives on the

What protection Bradish Johnson got from
Dow! What reason lie had to love this

of the keenest of modern

though

ns

the

among

out whom you like!’’

look

Things

would be re-nominated

government and its representative! How
ness to accept.
This is a Hank movement
horrifying au old lady, this starred and epauletted father of the
on
the
ol
Chamberlain's nominaon a very warm day, by expressing the wish
opposers
Maine law did make treason odious down j
the head ol the government is pursuing. that he could get out of his flesh and sit in his
tion, and looks as though it must lie effectuthere, to be sure !
Gf course the opinion of the Democratic bones! Smith is credited with saying, at the
The
In our mind s eve, we can see the defend- al to that, end, or else create a split.
table of Rogers, tin1 banker and poet, probably
has
been
and
and
presses
frequently
emphatical- the
anti-hanging portion of
ant coining into court to answer this charge. prohibitionists
sharpest thing of the kind ever uttered.
W <•
this
and
the
must
make
their rh doe.
subject,
ly given upon
party
invariably The conversation turned upon the recent mar- The spacious department is crowded with
in oue direction.
to
the
ramrod
ottion
shall
now
see
But the sentiment of the
expect
;
The
riage of a man. who was a foundling, with the the elite of the bar of Cumberland.
republican press by no means unanimously daughter of a woman celebrated for the num- spectators throng the room. The learned of the press fall into the ranks, and to behold the Portland Press eat the leek with
sustains Grant. So far from it, that many ber of her lovers. “It appears,” says he “that
Clifford and the dignified l'ox, in their
of the most prominent of those who advo- nobody’s son has married everybody’s daughsome wry faces.
the majesty of the law.
ter!’ Yet the point of this observation is what robes, represent
cated the election of the candidate, now
SudMarshal Clark commands silence.
our Portland cotemporary calls smut.
litK
Kut.ItOAl) I'n \\ \r!l!KN.
S.
openly aud unsparingly denounce the course
Byron joins to the most beautiful and sub- denly the spacious doors tire thrown open, (iushee writes to tlie Maine
1'rnin
Farmer,
of the President.
The Chicago Tribune lime
poetical conceptions, a brilliancy of wit and Dow appears, mounted on a piano.
a communication in
to
relation
Appleton,
last week had an article that to an official that dazzles and amazes. He is likewise gross
The flag of the country, with its stars, drapes
tlie proposed railroad from \S arren to Belmodern
of any sensibility must cut like a knife.
poet—most reprehensibly |
beyond any
his graceful figure.
His coat pockets are
fast.
He sets forth the resources of the
Aud now we have the New York Sun, so, for he strives to make vice attractive. For |
filled with Mr. Johnson's silver knives ; his
that he deserves no palliation or apology.
Yet
towns on the route, in water power, limeedited by Charles A. Dana, exposing the
he will never cease to be read, admired and : trowsers pockets with his silver spoons ; 011
stone, agricultural products, ,Vr., and says
weaknesses of the new President.
Dana
The same is true of Turn Moore.
his
try lias seen, with mingled shame and
amazement, the extraordinary course that

The victims proved their property and took
the same away.

formula. Many witnesses were introduced on
A Boston undertaker has just followed to the
either side. The jury returned a verdict of
grave the 1 t,560 corpses lie buried during his
§105 for plaintiff. Abbot for plaintiff. Flagg lifetime.

coarseness.

Is it not high time that tire masses of the
people, who neither seek nor hold office, should
labor for the return of the good old times of
republican simplicity, when statesmen felt a
stain as a wound; when the dispenser of patronage would scorn to feed his poor relations
from the public crib; and when a President
would cut off Ids right hand ere it should sign
the commission of a man who had bestowed

office have
of

The defendant,

the manufacturer of

testified to Its innocence, after

■

mitted to them.

A woman has been arrested in New York,

charged with boarding around at the hotels,
and stealing all she could lay her hands on.

Charles De

vs.

contents of a bottle, and filled his ear with the

|

sense

trial.

Philadelphia, is
Grath's Electric Oil,

compound.

generally respected the pro- thoughtfulness.
willingness
Iu these proceedings we have the same
prieties of life, certainly did not those ol'death.
telligence are needed, aud with a big load Ilis sacrilegious wit sported without restraint little man, exercising the same great moral
to haul.
It will be remembered that Grant with the remains of poor mortality, as if human
principles in a new field. He appeared iu
as a target for witticism.
In
set out in his Presidential career, like a boy clay was tit only
Louisiana as the representative of the pow!
his Waterloo Ballad, lie represents a girl
on a
holiday spree, with the declaration hunting on the hatlletleld for the corpse of her er and majesty and dignity of the governthat lie had no fear of the responsibilities
ment of the United States, hearing the a'gis
dead lover—
he was assuming—whereas all the illustritier sorrow on the sentinel
i of the country to shield its true sous, the
Appeared lo deeply strike—
ous men who have preceded him in the
high
Walk in," ho said,
the dead.
few “ faithful
the faithless found.”

expressed their overpowering
the magnitude of the trusts com-

was next on

Leighton

lives in

human ills.

—

aud in-

team, where the utmost

GENERALITIES.

PRE-

In the case of Elliot vs. Grant, the jury, after being out several hours, failed to agree.
A
new trial will be had.

j

modest—but

SIMPSON,

H.
VXD

j

what somr

—BY—

W 1 LLLAM.

DICKERSON T..

showy carriage, offering his compound for sale
wherever a crowd can becolleeled, and making
experiments on persons afflicted. Last August
he placed his carriage in the square iu this city,
and among the subjects experimented on was
Mr. Leighton, who is afflicted with deafness.
The testimony was contradictory upon the
point whether permission was gived to put the
medicine iu the Plaintiff’s ear. Eelglnon swore
thst he did not give it—the detendaut swore
that he did.
Mr. Leighton alleging that he was
injured by the application, had De Grath arThe
rested at Bangor, where ball was given.
j Doctor put In an appearance, together with a
lie not only testified
gross of his medicine.
to its efficacy, bat to its harmlessness, iu proof
j of which he swallowed a large portion of the

not be said that a newspaper cannot be
j sharp, crisp, facetious and spicy, without being
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locked, looked in, saw bundles lying on the
showcase, and called to the two men that
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the President elect accepted tion, the description of Queen Mab, that will
out of a sum of money raised in New
live as long as the language endures.
York at his owu pressing solictation, for Gen.
Probably,—to come back to modern times—
Sherman, to pay him (the President) for a
house which he desired to sell. On Thursday probably the most jmtable attempt to be sehe took the oath of office, and in his inaugural
verely proper in a publication, was made in the
address pledged himself to the rigid execution
New York World, at the outset of its career.
of all laws, whether he liked them or not. He
: then
spent nearly the entire first week of his The purpose was to make it a sheet “with less
term in trying to evade the plain provisions of of earth in it than heaven.” It was in charge
salutary statutes, because they blocked the of some very moral and
religious people,
way for the admission to the most important
we think, who were determined to
seat in his Cabinet of tbe almoner who had be- clergyman
stowed this dazzling present. Baffled in this make a paper fit to be read by very moral peoby the firmness of the Senate and the frowns’ pie. All allusions to theatres, exhibitions,
of the public, he nevertheless installed among
lice affairs, murders, or crimes of any kind,
his constitutional advisers other individuals
fo be ignored in its columns. Only the ;
to
this
not
obnoxious
who, though
particular were
j objection, where chiefly distinguished for hav- good, the beautiful, the true, the pure, were to
ing conferred upon him costly aud valuable And a place there. It started out with flying
benefactions.
Along with other appointments
and ran the course appointed for it—
this sort of"trade mark, he appointed colors,
j bearing
It sank mouey fearas
his Secretary of the Navy a gentleman and ran iuto the ground.
wholly incapable of Ailing the place, who had fully. A rjuarter of a million went out of sight
taken the lead in giving him a fifty thousand to
pay its bills, and it gained no patronage.
dollar house in Philadelphia some three years
The experiment failed. The reason is obvious.
before: and he surrendered the baton of General
of the Armies to a renowned soldier, who, with People who take papers want to know what is
his knowledge aud approbaton, lifted one hand going on in the world—the bad as well as the '•
to take the oath ot office, while receiving with
good side of human nature. If a sifting be
the other a tempting gift valued at §100,000, of
! which the sixty-five thousand dollar house iu necessary, they can do it for themselves. They
Washington formed a part. Not to go back to don’t want anybody to say what of public tranJefferson, or Adams, or Jackson, for virtuous sactions, Is proper for them to read, and what
examples, even Andy Johnson had sense and is not. They want to know, each day or week,
decency enough to refuse the present of a car- what has
happened—with such comments as i
] riage and his horses with the Presidential oath
the editor chooses to make.
Some practical
lingering on his lips.
bucn evil practices of men in fiign places, men, of the world’s people, who understood
I
i whose past achievements have dazzled the pop- this
bought the World, and it became a prosular imagination, tends ta demoralize the pubwhen it became a news-paper,
Ostentatious displays and profli- perous paper
; lic opinion.
gate expenditures come to be regarded as nec- and as Cowper has it
"A map oi Dus? me,
ssary concomitants of ollioial station, and it i
is felt that the main object of office is not to
Its fluctuations, and Us vast concerns.’’
discharge one's duties to the country, but to [! U we are to be over particular, uot only
thereby attain sudden riches and indulge in a must the best literature of the language be reshoddy magnificence. The natural result of all
We do not advothis must inevitably be, that corruption and jected, but the Bible itself.
venality will walk unabashed and almost unre- j cate grossness—but deprecate squeamishness.
buked through every department of the Gov- Swift remarks “your nice man is a man of nasty
Moreover, such evil examples not itUas.” And those who
ernment,
cry out that a joke is
only shed their pernicious influence through the
have said the same had it ocplace-hunting and place-holding classes, but indecent, would
reach the very roots of society. They iuflame curred to them. Pope says
the young men of the land with a passion for
True wit Is nature to advantage dressed,
ll’liat oft was thought, but ne’er so well expressed.'
wealth as the great object of life. They tend
to make lucre the badge of honorable distinc- ;
The fact is, that our literature, like our bread >
tion, and the possession of riches the sole pass- i may be refined until it loses its healthfuiness.
port to power, eminence, or even respectabili-1 To be wholesome there must
be something of

ty.
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Among

March, 1869,

of

: §05,000

of the

tlie

Frankfort Bank.
dated about ls.jo.
years since.

They

looked like new bills
This haul: failed several

The vanity o! Postmaster (leneral Cresswell
by haying his phi on the post office
drafts
is to he fed

it is said that the White Pine mines wil!
easily give employment to twenty thousand
persons

during

next sum iner.

ihe plague has killed over two hundred thou
sand cattle in Knglnnd.
runt lias been to Mount Vernon
the small
President at the tomb ol the greatest.

t
est

I'

our

Inmates of tiie

insane asylum at Au
Thursday last. Two
found and taken on Friday at

gusta made their escape
oi

them were

Watervillo.

on

.Those queer chaps, the >dd Fellows, had a
relebratlon in Portland last w< k
A carpet-bag school teacher in
Talladega.
Ala., sentenced a negro girl, one of bis pupils,
to ten days’ cooking at bis private residence,

ol the rules of his school.
waking up
people
region
His
Bobby son’s silvei pitcher, worn helmet-wise ; in
the importance of railroad eommuuicatiou pupils are rather refractory, and he manages
sistant Secretary of War under Lincoln, Burns, who laid his heart on Nature’s bosom
to
his
alt
one hand is Mr. Johnson’s
got
housework done by them.
sugar-tongs, and as a means of
and labored earnestly for the election of and so faithfully interpreted her throbbing
developing their resources.
Out of a population of 10,0
in the other his silver tea-pot!
7:5,000 in Spain,
Addressing
and
was
but
with
the
human,
mingled
Belfast wishes them all success.
Grant. Below we copy entire the Sun’s heart,
only ■!, 1.10,000 arc able to read and write.
sweetest lines that ever fell from human lips, the Court, lie, cries—Your Honors—berecent article on the characteristics of our
A well known
physician used to say that
something of—smut. But wiio would expur- hold a loyal man persecuted by copperheads
The town of Moutville is getting famous, i roast beef,
serenity of mind, cold water baths,
sixtv day President.
gate Burus, and say that tiiis or that line should and rebels!
Shall this piauo again make About all of our
and
au
amiable
and pretty wife, would make
exchanges have had some- almost
I From the 2s'. Y. San.]
| be stricken from Tam O’Shouter or Holy Wil- music for
any man healthy, wealthy and wise.
disloyal ears? Shall these knives thing to say of its action in relation to bond
Ou the fourth of March, 1801, Thomas Jeffer- lie's
A young man In Portland had an
Prayer?
arm crushed
cut treasonable viands? Shall these
son rode on horseback unattended to the
Capispoons taxatiou, and in several papers it has serv- to the
Junius, tiie great anonymous master of inshoulder lu a rolling machine.
tol, hitched his sober gelding at the gate, asstir rebellious tea? Must this pitcher
again ed as the text for long articles. The Mancended the steps, took the oath of ofllee from vective wit, pointed hi- attacks with compart- !
Tbe Ellsworth American
says the schooner
tlie lips of John Marshall, and delivered that sons and jests that would fall under the ban hold seditious cream? Shall Johnson again
Wallins, of St. John, was recently wrecked
chester, N. 11. Union, remarks—inaugural address which has since been the key- of our cotemporary. Sterne, Swift, Smollet, I possess his tumultuous
We are afraid our friends have uot mended near Swan Island ami three of the crew drowntea-pot? I pause
note of the Democratic party.
John Quincy
the matter. They will still have the interest ed. The remainder were taken off of Heron
Adams, when his Presidential term expired, as well as most of the English dramatists, are \ for a reply !”
Island after being without food or lire
to pay, and if they don't vote better than they
for
mounted a quiet nag, with a portmonteau be- sprinkled with the marks of smut.
Can the Court, if she knows herself, re- have lately. It will be long before they secure twenty-four hours
hind him, and wended his way leisurely from
And when we consider Shakespere, the (orethe taxation of government bonds.
l!y the new law of this State, milk can be
Washington to Quincy, declining to receive any most author of all the world, the shades of the ; sist such an appeal as that?
public demonstrations from his admirers along
sold only by wine measure.
The milk of hn
be shades, almost
Advices from Huyti state that tlie “colored
the route.
At the close of Gen. Jackson’s
long Transcript’s smut, if they
man kindness is not
included.
Rats ani> TIkvenue. Some hungry rats
and remarkable administration, be departed
predominate over everything else. It is vain
pussons” government Is in great straits for
hitl Justice
from the Federal capitol seated in the
Thompson, In the Supreme
smoking to say that the times were gross—Shakspere in Dubuque, Iowa, fancying the paste money. The commander of one of their war 1
oart of
car of a|rail way, clad in a simple garb,
Pennsylvania, has set aside the decls
waving a wrrote for all time, and drew nature as she Is, wherewith revenue
i
of
SearsFred.
steamers
J.
Nickels,
were
(Capt.
ton ..1 Judge
stamps
graceful farewell to the friends who crowded
pasted ou
Ifeal, rendered last fall, which
While lie a lot of
the depot, and drawing consolation from a not as affectation would make her.
had threatened to carry off the vessel if had the effect of
excluding from the polls thou
barrels, gnawed off about port)
whiskey
democratic clay pipe.
revealed the less angelic side of man, he never
Fred had sands of naturalized citizens.
his salary of $5000 was not paid.
worth.
6l’U0
The
revenue
Each ol these eminent men ou several ocpeople won’t let better not tiring her to this country. The colforgot that they were “half dust, half deity." !
The New York papers want to make Alaska
casions, some of them of historic celebrity,
Poor old Falstaff, wine-bibber, smutty jester the fluid be sold without stamps, the distil- ored
refused to receive presents as testimonials of
sympathizers here would try him for high a penal settlement for the punishment of dan
j

is

a

former editor of the

Tribune,

was

as-

regard for public services both previous to and

when tilling the Presidential
ebair, excepting
that State Legislatures voted two or three
swords and medals to Geu. Jackson while he
was in private life, as tributes to his
gallantry
in the battle of New Orleans. Neither of them
ever bestowed office
upon a relative, while both
Jefferson and Jackson specially declined to do
so, the former in a letter which rebuked the
practice with marked emphasis.

And

Burns, Scotia's darling,

and seusualist as
went back to

ends,

he

was,

childhood,

on

poor

ler won’t

his death-bed

buy

any more, and the rats won’t treason to the

^
flngci’s appear to stand trial. What’s to be done ?
OfShaks- Can any of the old rats at
Washington de-

“smiled on his

and babbled of green fields.”
pere’s creations perhaps the wittiest is Mercutio—so witty, it is said, that the great poet

cide ?
;

race.

for

a

violation

gerous criminals.

lloston takes 17,000 gallons of milk
lamenting
dally,
city as very expen- besides several gallons of other fluids.
sive. Unless the Whig is a tax payer there,
New reading of an old quotation
Sweet
we don't see what it can possibly have to do are the uses of advertisements.”
getting irritable, with the matter. The people of New York are
Messrs. Kichards ,<■ Co., of the
paper mills
at all the man he
permitted to govern and tax themselves as yet. in this city, purchased this week a pair ol' work

long sustain the character as he had
Grant’s friends say he is
begun it, and killed him otf in the third act, sullen, disobliging, and not
dying with a jest upon his lips. Mercutio Is was, when he used to ride after Bonner’s horse
We have fallen on other tinner. Are
they gross, smutty—but yet made capable of utter- and talk of Marshal Brown’s pups. Poor fellay, better times'f On Wednesday, the third day ing that most delicate and beautiful coueeplow, he had no conception of his future lot.
could not

to

are

The

nicipal

The

| as

Bangor Whig

is

over

tin; mu-

affairs of New York

snow

fall of

Philadelphia

Sunday reached

as

far South

horses such as are seldom seen in this
part
of the country.
They are of a dark bay color,
a handsome match, and
28??

[Gardiner Heporter.

Weigh

pounds

Chev sold §10,000 worth of tickets to the big
at Boston, on the first day they were of-

vred.

tilling

i'ne

foreigu missions with

ot some

ne-

mos is called an exportation of wool.

Bridgeport Is making teu millions of cartIgos for Spain—fixed ammunition with which
fix

the rebels.

rail-splitter

\

in

Howard, Wia., was lately
a log by the slipping out

gilt in the cleft ot
a

wedge,

and died after

a

few hours of ox

i

me torture.

ucle Sam has

gold in, his

one

hundred and ten millions

trowser.s

pocket.
!

Francisco will

-an

indulge

in a

Sckenck’s

Local Items, &c.

huge celebra-

will show what the Pills

At the annual

ot the Belfast Savings Bank,
Fail nee, Nathan F. Houston, John G.
April 30,
Brooks, William O. Poor and Charles If. Hazeltine were
\ colored boy lias been appointed as one of
The Board ot Trustees organized
i elected as Trustees,
pages in the New York Legislature, and a by the choice ol Asa Faunce as President, and John H.
etious editor remarks that this is not the
t,'nimby as Treasurer and Secretary. The By Laws ot
st dark page in the history of that body.
the Corporation were amended to allow Interest upon
he skeleton of a man murdered 20 years any sum of Five Dollars or more that may have remained on deposit two or more full months before,;! Dividend
lias been dug up in Worcester.
day, at the rate of Six per cent or more if the protits
Money deposited on or before June 1st
the Biddefurd Journal fears our state election wlil allow ).
will commence to draw interest under these By Laws.
-to in’ a triangular
tight, witli three candidates

if the opening of the Pacific Railroad.

Palmonic Syrup,

HELKBOIDN

Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consumption, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according
Dedication o: Uavfoud Hall. The programme to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put
lor the dedication of this elegant new ball will be found
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the lood
in our advertising columns. The occasion will be one of
digests and makes good blood; the patient begins to
great interest, and the attendance will be very large. It grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs,
and
the patient outgrows the disease aud gets well. This
is understood that the net proceeds ot the affair will be
j is the only way to cure consumption.
devoted to the purchase of a handsome drop curtain tor
To these three medicines Dr. J. U. Schenck, of Philathe stage, to be painted by our accomplished local artist, delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens
William M. Hail. Mayor Hay ford has expended a large pulmonary Consumption.
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it off by
sum in the building and decoration of this elegant hall,
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is
which will bring to him no adequate return for the pres- ripe a slight cough will throw it off, and the patient has
; rest and the lungs begin to heal.
ent, and which can be justified as an investment only by
To do this, tin- Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills
what the eye of faith can see in tin future of our city. I must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and
liver, so
j
Wc trust the atti-ndaucc on the occasion will be such as I that tin1 Pulmonic Syrup and the lood will make good
blood.
j
to assure the Mayor that his generous outlay is uppreeiSi henek’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing
a ted by the public, tor whose comfort and convenience it
I all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the
bile
starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved; the stools
I
is mainly undertaken.
held

meeting

Asa

can

do

;

nothing

has

ever

been

invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will
unlock the gall bladder and start tlie secretions of the

CONCENTRATED FLUID EXTRACT
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THROAT, VO.S'/f, EYES, EYELIDS, SCALP,

and

SKIV,

i

and all kinds of

Broadway,

MARRIED.

1

judged
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[Camden
yield

_

keep

meeting
Camden,
Hay
wealthy

Hay

Many

attended,'

snip news.

having

explained

totally
ing

neighboring

by

plantation.

Republican

ingrate

fifty
might

Talleyraud,

HAYFORD’SHALL!

scliooihouse,

“Norwegian giant,"

i

DEDICATION
—

eight

OUT OF SORTS.”

CALICO DRESS BALL

Contingent Fund. $37.lu; Highway Fund, $141.30; FpTala- DU. S. O. UICIIAUDSOX'S SlIEBin WINE
per Bridge. §1.975; Fire Department, §71.97; School
95 ; Pauper Fund, $350. Total, §3401.37. Or
Fund,
most medicinal In the market. EstabBITTERS,—the
l'he Skowhegan Heporter darkly hints at a ders passed: Committee to change specifications in rela—AT,THE—
tion to building Upper Bridge; Com. to receive propos- lished in 1808.
4m36sp
al for tending lower bridge ; Com. to draft an ordinance
-(•of tar and feathers in that
vicinity.
Iliir
on*
aaul
i’ill
«lo
Ciood."—Now
is
,rou
and SPLENestablishing duties ol City Marshal; for Aldermen to
A clerk in the Lowell Post oflicc stole sevcr- view a route for a road from S. Otis’ house to intersect the time to use the Great Spring and Summer Medicine,
the heal ol tide road and layout same; Com. to confer DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERR BITTERS, comDID
thotisaml dollars from Ayer, t!ie
comsarsaparilla with Railroad contractors regarding a change in Po.nl posed ot Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickroad, rn Board of Overseers of Poor. Ald'n Ellis, Mil- ly Ash, Thorough wort, Rhubarb, Mandrake, Dandelion,
mau.
liken and Ferguson were made a committee to contract &c., all so compounded as to act in concert with Nature,
and their cifeet is truly iconderful. They absolutely cure
M H. Tabor, of Albion, has been arrested lor support of poor for term of five years, not. exceeding Liver
live. In License Board. A. G. Gilmore and John West
Complaint, Jaundice, Costivcnesr, Headache, Piles,
Weakness, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dizziness, HeartMachine, for stealing a horse and sleigh granted licence to keep Billiard Saloons. Jun Holders burn,
1
r
(he
Flatulency, Loss of Appetite, all kinds ol humors,
American, New England and
Licence" grained
which be hired at Clinton.
Phenix Houses, and \ ietualcrs licenses granted to and every disease arising from a disordered stomach or
-ON
bad
blood.
GKO. C. GOODWIN CO., Boston, and all
Messrs. Dodge. Lothrop, Collins and Fogg. Silas M.
It was stated at a recent convention of work- Fuller elected Liquor
Agent, and the Mayor, with Ald'n druggists.
16w30sp
ing women In New York, that a majority ot the Milliken and Fuller euosen a committee to purchase
NO T A FE W of the worst disorders that afflict manlor the Agency. Ald'n Ellis and Milliken chosen
-lirls employed to operate on heavy sewing ma- aliquor
committee to settle with the Agent for past vear and kind arise from corruption ot the blood. II elm hold’s
hines in shops, ••last" only one to two years, make
Extract Saksarakilla is a remedy of the utmost
report. Adjourned to Monday May irtli.
value.
rpiic evening’s entertainment will commence with the
.'hough a few stand the labor a little longer
delivery of a short dedicatory address by a promi- !
lime.
vs. QUALITY.
QUANTITY
HklmbomPm
Extract
nent gentleman of this
VOTES TO *1 »S« !tl REIl* ,4 V £t ( UR
City, after which a grand OverSarsai'auili.a.
The dose is small. Those who desire
•
ES
l(
5*0
V
It
E V TS.
eii. Hancock will establish his
ture by the IJand, arranged by Mi:. W. II.
head qnura large quantity and large doses ol: medicine ERlt.
W1IIDDON,
ic rs at St. Paul next month.
tor the occasion, to be followed
by a promenade and
.lames S. Cobb, ot Seaismont, is requjytcd lo comniuUE^EMSR HOT. YOl HUE HOT YET dancing.
The individual that
been
Tecently iutro- nieale with this office.
has_
fYCYillBSEE. 11EL1EI IK AT H.4H1>T
The CH li ROOMS, by the
'I as ’>' ii Hancock to some of our citizens.
generosity of their occu i
i.i
t he explanation of tin- picture c.m be given it a future
1ST EX TO Til E VOICE OF EXPERIENCE. One pants, will be thrown open for tiie use of the
party. AI- :
ih uhtiess an imposter.
time.
Word
to
the
Dying
J
should arrest the attention so the new Saloon
connected with the Hall will be furand wake the alarm of YoungMen in our
community,
where so many are sinking under that long array of evils nished, and Mr. and Mrs. Dodge will cuter tu the wants
1 he American says at a
meeting of the Stockthat arise Irom that dreadful scourge, solitary vice, and ot all. The Hall will seat six hundred people, exclusive
a dders of the Mt. Desert
Wo have heard recently of several severe cases other indiscretions and
and freinont, Teleindulgences. Listen, of the lloor.
youthful
aph Company, Henry (’lark was electedPres- of spinal disease cured by Johnson's Anodyne l oung Men, ere it is too late,
and suffering in enervated
Dancing will commence at 6 1-4 o’clock. Dancers will
Liniment;” oneca?eot a man fortv-live years old, youth a premature old age, arising from that secret habit
.•■nt and Capt. Abraham Hicliardson of Trewho had not done a day’s work for four years. which undermines the bodily health and the mental pow- enter the Hall at the south enterance, on Church street.
.> mt, A. .1.
\Vbiting of Mt. Desert, Directors, The back should first be
washed, then rubbed witii ers. Remember and seek the true physician, DU. FREDMusic by Mu. Wm. II.WHIDDO-VS full
apt- David Bras com. Treasurer, lb G. Sals- a coarse towel.
ERICK
of No. 18 Howard Street, Boston.
Apply the Liniment coUT, and rub Do not MORRILL, but
procrastinate,
go early,—go when unerring
ury, Clerk. Most ol file stock is taken up in well with the hand.
Band,
symptoms tell you your condition, when you are sensible
>,. I the line will he in
opt ration bv the llrst of
Weakness in the Back and Limbs, Loss and Prostra- assisted by Mr. MESKRVET ot Rockland, and others.
Decidedly the best remedy that has ever been of
i illy.
j discovered
tion of the Animal Functions and Muscular Power, DeTickets for Spectators, will be sold at
tor Rlwumatism, Swollen or stiff Joints.
rangement of the
Organs, Dyspeptic Ailments,
I'he authorities of Texas give a hundred dol- Flesh Wounds, Sprains, Bruises, Cuts, and Burns, General Debility, Digestive
and the common symptoms of Lung
is Johfisou’8 Anodyne Liniment. W use it, and
WASHBURN’S
BOOK
Diseases, as well as the most terrible mental effects, such
us apiece for Indian
scalps.
as Weakness of Mind, Alienation and Loss of Memory,
always recommend it to our triends.
50
At
cents
each
Reserved
seat-; $1 00
Restlessness in Sleep, Confusion of Ideas, Depression of
Oiled tags will take lire spontaneously under
1! 'The human familr is so numerous that a birth Spirits, Habitual Sadness and
Disquietude,a Longing for
Reserved seats can be secured on
■■Itain conditions. The almshouse in Mon-on and a death occur every moment. F.verv second a Change, Evil Foreboding, Avoidance of Society and Love
child is hern: every second some one dies. The of Solitude und Retirement, Timidity, Mental UneasiMass., came near being burned In this way.
prevalence of sickness in the world maybe realized ness, Headache, and a degree 01 Insanity almost terminin absolute madness. Go, young man, when nature
in Dr. J. L.
Ayer’s Laboratory, where medicines ating
nt the above place, where a plan of the Hall can he found.
thus bends beneath the abuse heaped upon her, and let
toother of tin* PortJainl and Glasgow steam- aie made for ail mankind.
It would scarcely seem no lulso
deter you lrom the wise course. Go to
delicacy
that
there
are
throats
's has gone to
enough to swallow the doses Dr. Morrill, and he will give you restored health when
Davy Jones. The St. George I lie issues
daily,—Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, Ague Cure, the body is overthrown and the mind wrecked; he can
«tt Portland on the 23th,
an l struck
Blonde and Cherry Pectoral,
by the thousand gallons, and and has cured innumerable cases of Nocturnal Emission
H ick, near the entrance to Bay
To be had of the Managers.
Pills literally by the ton. But
and other terrible inflictions from this fruitful cause of
they must disease.
ofFundy, on Ayer’s
all be wanted, or he could not make such
»■
quantities
night of the 2‘Jth. She is a total wreck.
in cases, too, ol Gonorrhoea, Syphilis, \ cnereal Comfor so many years, [Northlleld
(OmUTTEEOF .tnB.4HGE.n£ITN.
Telegraph.
plaints and others of a similar nature, have no fears of
1 he tide ol emigration from
I.. \V. PENDLETON,
the result if you place yourself under his charge; his is
CIIAS. B. HAZEI.TINE,
Kurope Is setExtract Jr ora a letter from Santa Croix.
the voice of experience, and he has cured more cases K. T. EMEltY,
WM. T. COLBURN,
*
*
*
*
ng very strongly to the 1 lilted States this
We had wondered for many hours than any other living physician,—he has administered to N. M. MATHEW'S,
PHILO IIERSEY.
form
of
Private
and
his
remedies
are
Disease,
through tangled forests of Tropical shrubs and every
sure,
spring.
trees, some ol them emitting a most delicious and sale, speedy aud infallible. A pei feet cure is guaranteed,
F 1.00 It .lU.1UUEII.it.
a radical cure is always effected.
Senator Trumbull,
acting for Western Re- invigorating odor, when we suddenly came upon a and
I he Doctor’s Female Monthly Drops are the only sure JOHN H. 0UI3IBY,
A. D. CHASE,
publicans, ha.-, 11 Is said begun war on the ad- large and well cultivated plantation, in the center cure for all
and
W.
B.
that
were
ever
WM. C. MARSHALL,
Suppressions
SWAN,
Irregularities
°t which were several buildings.
ministration.
Entering these offered for sale in this city. These Drops are acknowl- L. D. WOODARD,
CIIAS. II. MITCHELL,
we found them to be the
‘‘press houses,”
W. P. WASHBURN.
edged to be the best in the world lor removing obstruc- A. 0. BURGESS,
James Madlgan, an acrobat and gymnast in where the sugar cane is crushed forthe stills, &c., tions and producing regularity in all cases of Female IrmanufacBelfast, May 4, l-iVJ.
y.
orepaugh's circus, fell and broke his neck, mrc i>f M. Croix Hum. Over 100 Coolies were at regularity,orSuppressions, &c., ice., whether originating
any other causes. They are remarkably mild
vhile performing In Paris, Ky., last week, work, and the smell from the fermenting vats was from cold
safe
ami
and
the
most
ven
sure,
convincing proofs of their GREAT REDUCTION OF FARES
exhilarahng and pleasant. Wo were shown virtues are
dadigan travelled through New Knglaml lor through
the benefits which have been realized bv the
the entire establishment, and learned that
alhicted in their use. The Drops can be obtained a’c my
lie last two seasons, wifi 1.cut's New Vnrk all the
Hum here produced was shipped to Messrs.
office, No. -is Howard Street, Boston, with directions lor
Ircus.
P. 11. Drake & (X, New YorK, to be made into use. All letters attended
to, and medicines, directions,
then* celebrated Plantation Bitters. The
A man In Clinton, Mass., who had a stilf linpe- 1 &c., lorwarded immediately.
Iy45sp
culiar good elleefs >i this Hum—which is the
From Portland or Danville Junctic n,
purest
HEI.MUOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA cleansk’-r. has sued a doctor for cutting off the wrong and best in the world—are well-known. Not a.sines and renovates the blood, instils the
>7.1
vigor of health j
lie.
The doctor says that under the influence gle case ot Dyspepsia, Fever and Ague, Consump- into the system, and
purges out the humors that make |
tion. or any such disease can be found on this
Island
I
disease.
t chloroform all his lingers became
straight. 1 (except ol invalids come here for their health, and 1
II ELMBOLD’S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT SAIT
they are almost always cured). Combined with
—AND—
By the laws of iowa any person starting a tali say a Bark, (’ascarilla, and other important in-1 SA PA RILL A, is the great Hood Purifier.
rairle tire, and allowing it to get beyond his gredients, this rum becomes Plantation
Bitters •1 IN THE SPRING MONTHS, the system naturally1 PROPORTIONABLY LOW FARES
mtrol. Is subject to imprisonment for thirty and surely no liner Tonic and general Family Hem- undergoes a change, and Hki.mbold’s Hmm.v Con—TO—
edv was ever seen. The combination of
d iys, or a line not to
xeeod $100.
these Bit- » liNTi:ATKi) Extract ok Sarsaparilla is an as- j
ters was first discovered here
sistant
of
the
greatest
value,
many years ago, and
The Pacific Railroad is complete, the last, all Hie Natives swear bv Plantation Bitters
nfc vox/-: erneAdo.
and sav
there is nothing like it.” Judging bv the
all having been laid on Saturday.
robust health of the
UAGGAGK
IS CHECKED THROUGH !
witnesses, I am certain their
Xo. 4 lit«iifincla Street.
testimony is true. * * * *
rickets also by Boston and N. V. Central, West.
H. S. T
Mumler, theNew York spirit photographer,
Kevcrc House,)
BOSTON j
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best im- (Opposite
lias been discharged from arrest.
ported Uerman Cologne, and sold at half the piice. fFiiM Trustees of this. Institution take pleasure in an- i
JL. nounciug that they have secured the services of the
The third trial of Daniel I). Kelley, the well
Affent for BELFAST.
Pleasant and Agreeable. It has long been eminent a;:d well known Dr A. II. HAYES, late Sura desire to have a tonic for invalids
IStiO.
U. S. Army, Vice-President of Columbia College ot
:?w43
geon
May
which is both
known Fast Boston ship builder, for breach of
and
Surgeons, &c.
pleasant and agreeable to the laste. This we have Physicians
This Institution now publishes the popular medical
promise, is just concluded, lu which he gets a in the Standard Wine Bitters” of Mr. Alfred book
NOTICE.
entitled “The Science of llifo or M«»lfTheir elleet upon the system is mildiv
It. Is the third trial of the case, two Speer.
verdict.
I**•«»«*«*rvation,” written by Dr Hayes. It treats upon "VI7"ILLIAM li. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
stimulating, diuretic, sudorific and'tonic; beneficial the Errors of Youth, Prematuiu:
▼
?
Storehousca
and Wharf of II. J. ANdkclinkof ManStores,
previous verdicts for Mrs. Films having been m aftcctious ot tin1 Kidneys,Chronic diseases, with hood, Seminal Weakness, and all
Diseases and DERSON, Jr., are now opening an entire new stock,
in
of
Abuses
of
the
of
the
general
the
Generative
Oroans.
-Pt aside.
part
following articles.
debility
constitution.
Thirty thous- consisting
and copies sold the last year. It is indeed a book for evSold by Druggists.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFER,
ery man,—young men in particular. Price only $1.00.
The Davenport Brothers, the celebrated “tyCOFEEE
FLOUR,
mu || —
RIO
—a-mmiif_Liiu_j__
This Institute lias just published the most perfect treat1
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA
PORK,
ise ot the kind over offered the public,
The
ing mediums,” are coming this way.
u|«x.
entitled,
ST.JAGO
BEEF,
OOLONG
fin i te a»lWCE (
ual Physiology of Woman, anti Her DitIRREXT,
MUSCOVADO
•medium squelcher” will have another chance.
LARD,
RAISINS
<*a*«*•,” profusely illustrated with the very best enCo I* KKCTKD WEEKLY FOR THE
TOBACCO,
SALT,
SPICES,
OATS,
&c.
FISH,
JOURNAL.
I
gravings. This book is also from the pen of br. Uay« s. A lull
and
of
assortment
which wc
complete
Groceries,
the
various chapters may be mentioned, The
Among
Mysinvite
Belfast, Wednesday, May 5,18G0.
purchasers to call and examine, and we will
tery of Life,—Beautiful Offspring,—Beauty, its value to
The New York Sun publishes the story of an Flour,
make prices satisfactory.
1.5 Hound Hog,
$7 to
L5 to lr Woman,—Marriage,—General Uygeine of
1.10 to
WM. B. SWAN,
American gentleman who lias been spending I Com .Meal,
O.OOiClenr Salt l’ork, $.35 to37 oO Puberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses of the Woman,—
Married,—
2.00
A. CUTTER SIBLEV.
to
Meal,
Bye
O.OOiMutton
Prevention
8 to 12
to Conception, &e. In beautiful French
the winter in Havana,
lie says that foreigners
per lb,
cloth,
1,75 to
Belfast, May 1, i860.
0.00Lamb per lb,
Kye,
tl4:i
7
to
8
$2.00;
lull
Turkey
Either
Morocco,
$3.50.
of
gilt,
these
there, and particularly those from the United Corn,
1.05 to
1 .be Turkeys, per lb,
20 to 25 books sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on re1.40 to
States, are daily subjected to insult aud out- Bailey,
17 to 20 ceipt of price.
l.aOIChickeDS, per lb,
Freedom Notice.
2.75 to
Beans,
3.50: Lucks, per lb,
The “P«at>o<ly Journal of
2.5 to 00
rage at the hands of the Spanish voluteers. Oats,
Health,” a firstnotice is hereby given that I have, ior a valu85 to
doi I lay per ton,
$12 to 1,5 class paper in every respect,—8 pages, 32 columns—pubThree Americans—a Mr. Van Wyck, of
abe
sold to
55
to
consideration,
lotatocs,
00; Lime,
my minor son, Joseph
$1.50 to 0.00 lished on the 1st of February, and every month during E.
gia, and Messrs Mason and Smith, of New Dried Apples, 14 to
Elms, his time until he shall be of legal age, with
10;Washed Wool,
as to 42 the year. Subscription price per year only 50 cts.
Specthe
to
In his own name, and
transact
all
business
50 to
right
York—were aroused from their sleep in the | Cooking, do.
75;Unvvushed Wool, 28 to au imen copies sent free to any address, on application to
the exclusive right to his earnings and profits of
301O
Butter,
45 to 00 the Peabody Medical Institute.
Hotel Inglaterra by a
:«|Pnlled Wool,
every
cry of Are. Arising, Cheese,
And
1
shall
liercalter
22 to
description.
pay no debts of his
Albert II. Hayes, M. D., Kesidentnnd
01-2 to ou
25; Hides.
Consulting6 contracting.
they slipped down stairs, taking along with Bggs,
JOSEPH ELMS.
22 to
17 to oo Physician.
00;Calf Skins,
them only the clothes which they bad on their Bard,
22 to
Belmont, April 10, 1800.
3w4:i*
N. B. Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confidence
24; Lamb Skins,
75 to 1.25
''to
hacks. The volunteers seeing them demanded "
14; Wood, hard,
fl.00to8.00 on all oiseases requiring skill, secresy and experience
50
received
from
bbls
St.
smoked
John,
1,50
Baldwin,
Inviolable Secresy and Certain relief.
alewives,
4.00 toO.ou
to200;Wood, solt,
that they should put themselves to work at the Apples,
and for sale by the bbl and dozen. Liberal discount
II Grass
4 50 to 5 50 j Clover Seed
is to .33
sply44
made to the trade.
A. E. DURHAM.
fire-engines. Mr. Smith said he was an AmerBelfast, May 5,1800.
3w43*
A CLEAR, SMOOTH SKIN and BEAUTIFUL COMican, and refused to work, his reasou being
PLEXION follows the use of 11 i:lm bold’s Concenthat lie wished to run up stairs and save his
SPECIAL
trated Extract Sarsaparilla.
men who have
NOTICES.
injured themselves by certain secret habits, which unfit
It removes black spots, pimples and all eruptions of
clothing. He was struck over the head by musthem for business, pleasure, or the duties ol married
the skin.
kets in the hands of three volunteers, and thus
life;
also
middle aged and old men, who, from the follies of
forced to comply with the demand. Mr. Smith
and
roung ladij;s newarej
youth, or other causes, feel a debility in advance of their
worked at the engine about ten minutes, and
under the treatment of
OF TIIE INJURIOUS EFFECTS of Face Powders years, before placing themselves
On the principal Wharf in the
‘‘
harbor, at reasonable and
The Secret Friend.” Married
any one, should first read
during that time all his clothes and papers per- terms. Inquire
Washes. All such remedies close up the
of
pores of ladies w ill learn something of importance
and
ished in the flames with the hotel. Mr. V'an
the
in
a
short
time
1:>tf
perusing
skin,
destroy
the
44
H. II. diyiPdOTV.
complexion. If The Secret Friend.” Sent to any address,by
in a sealed
you would have a fresh, healthy and > outhful appearance *
Wyke was likewise hailed by the volunteers;
envelope, on receipt of 25 cents. Address DR. CHARLES
use Helm bold’s Extract Sarsaparilla.
A. STUART & CO., Boston, Mass.
replied that he was an American; three volun- I3E TE HEALED
Iyr43
teers drew their bayonets upon him and orderof whatsoever llisease ye have
M. A. CULLiTV /\ Tvr
i
by
ed him to work. He stoutly refused, and luck- the Great
Notice.
Spiritual Remedy nut SI'EACE N
ily his life was saved by the interposition of
SUBSCRIBERS hereby give notice that they
aid
sicmva
poivthe captain of the company. He lost both his positive
have contracted with the Overseers of the Poor of
PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING, WHITE
the town of Lincolnville, to maintain the
money,aud his clothing, Mr. Mason was more UEItd. If your druggist hasn’t the Powders, send a
poor of said
WASHING, ENAMELING AND VARNPSUING.
town, lor the term of five years from the 15th of April
lucky than the others. He saved his clothing, brief description if your disease to Prof, Payton
Painting and Papering Front Entries, Parlors and Sit- 1809, and this is to forbid any one harboring or
trusting
but had to work at the engine. A consumptive,
Rooms made a specialty.
ting
M. I>., Hoy 5S17, New York
any of said paupers on our account after this date, as we
another American, was also forced to work on Spkni’r,
City, and those
GRAINING WITH
have made suitable provisions for them. Overseers of
MACHINE,” IN OIL.
this occasion.
The volunteers seized him and mysterious, wornler.working- Powders will I
All work done in the best manner. Orders left on Poor of all Cities, Towns or Plantations, will confer
a favor on us by giving immediato notice if
threatened to kill him in case of refusal. He be mailed to you, post paid. 1 box
Slate promptly attended to.
any of such
should make application for aid.
91. O boxes 95. :
saved his life only by yielding to their demands.
Shop In next building north of New England Home
A. L. & R. S. FROHOCK.
HIGH ST., BELFAST, ME
thnspfW
tfRJjp
Lincolnville, April 24,180y.
3w42
li

st, arrived at N.-w

York,

per steamer Glas-

gow.

NEW, SPACIOUS

HALL, just
pleted by

Axel

Hayford, Esq.,

Wednesday Evening, May 12, I860,

I

Monday Morning, May 10th,

$20

to

Chicago,

(liralid Trunk

First

Class,

Railway?

ALL POINT WEST,

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

JOHN S,

GALDWELL, BooMer,

JUST

I

COME

&o,,

ALL.

;Jw42

LIFE

15
Central
BANGOR.

on

takes the

store,
liberty to inform the
public that he lias opened a stairway In his new store,
leading to a larg? CARPET ROOM, where he offers tor sale at as low prices ns ever before offered In Belfast, a splendid stock of

Than

ever

vicinity.

send and

are

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

J/A INK.

offering

CHARTERED BV A SPECIAL ACT OF CllMIRFSS

IVDKEMEMS

Approved

offered before to tin? consumer? of Bangor and
Look at some of our prie s. Then come, or

try

Oolong (Black),
80c, 00e, and Best, $1.00
English Breakfast, $1.00, $1.10,
i.:>n
l.t'O
Japan,
2.00, 2.10,
l.'.o
Young and old Hyson, 1.00, 1.50,

per

It ISAM: IS OFI'ICi:,

lb.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

PHILADELPHIA,
business

COFFEES.

Where the genera,
and to which all
dressed.

Porto Bello, 30c; Best Java, 35c lb.
Raw—Rio, 25c,
Burnt—“ 35c,
45c
40c;
Bn’t & Gr’d,
35c
10c, 12c, ISc, 25c,;
45c

State of Maine /
Waldo as. i
STEPHEN G. BICKNELL, of Belfast, in the
County ot Waldo. Greeting.
You are hereby required and commanded to
notify and
warn the Pewholders and
proprietors of the Baptist

to meet at said Meeting-house
Meeting-house, in
in Belfast, on Saturday, the twenty-second
day of May,
A. D. 1869, at two of the clock in the
afternoon, by posting up a certified copy of this warrant, three weeks before
the time of meeting, on the principal outer door of said
meeting-house, and in one or more public places in said
Belfast, and cause the same to be published in a newspaer published in said County three weeks before the time
of said meeting, for the following purposes, to wit
1st. To choose a Moderator.
2d. To choose a Clerk.
•Id. To choose three or more assessors.
4th. To choose a Collector and Treasurer.
5rh. To see what repairs or alterations, if any, are
necessary to be made on said Meeting-house, and what
measures said proprietors and pewholders will
adopt to
make the same.
Oth. To see if said proprietors and pewholders will
elect three discrete persons to make an appraisal of the
relative value of the pews In said Meeting-house, under
oath.
7th. To see if said proprietors and penholders will
appoint some suitable agent or agents to make sale of pews,
and attend to the repairs and alterations, and elect a
treasurer or trustees to receive and distribute the
proceeds of the sale of pews.
8th.
To transact any other business that
may properly come before said meeting.

Bellast,

Given under my hand and seal, at Belfast, this twentyfourth day of April, A. D. 1869.
NEHEM1AH ABBOTT, Justice of the Peace.
A true copy. Attest, S. G. Bicknell.
;iwl2

This Company offer* the* follow ing a«t»

tages
It is

a National Company,
special act of Congress.

LOW accordingly.

for yourselves.

4^Remember the place,

No, 15 Central Street,
BANGOR, MAINE.

THOMAS WHITE, PROPRIETOR.
April ?,

isr.9.

;imos4l

BANKRUPTCY

NOTICES.

of the

United

Tv
i.n

,,,

States, District ot Maine.
j
At Belfast, the 20th day oi Arun., A.D. LSt',0.
UNDERSIGNED hereby gives notice ot his apA Great
pointment as assignee ol James Lancaster, of Northin
the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, within
SUBSCRIBER offers for sale at a great discount, port,
said District, who has been adjudged a Bankrupt upon his
rpUK
Jl his real estate at Frankfort, Me. Consisting of a own Petition, individually, and as a member
of the lirm
dwelling-house and stable, with about 20 acres of land of J. & J. A. Lancaster, H. X. Lancaster & Co., and
adjoining, and 55 acres more within a short distance.
James Lancaster, by the Di-trict Court ol said District.
The house is built in a thorough and substantial man3w42
W. G. CROSBY', Assignee.
ner, and has recently been put in perfect repair, with all
the conveniences and improvements usually found in a
ou the United i ...
District
Court
first class dwelling.
lN 1! 'NhM 1 r‘
STATES. District oi Maine.
j
Tiie main house is 25x35 feet, with an L of 15x59 feet.
There are 9 rooms on the first, and G on the second
In the matter of WILLIAM W. CURRIER, Bankrupt.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, Tint a Petition has
floor. It has a fine dry cellar, well cemented, and is also
been presented to the Court this ninetieth day
abundantly supplied with hard and soft water the entire
season.
The stable is 40x50 feet, and is conveniently sit- of April, by William W. Currier, of Camden, a Bankrupt,
uated and well arranged.
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge
The location is a very pleasant one, on the west side of from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act,
Marsh river, at Frankfort Mills. The house faces the and upon reading said Petition,

J. I*.

TUCKER, Manager.

4f*P LOCAL ACCENTS ABE IV A !% TED in
every City anil Town; uud application*
from competent parties for such agencies,
with suitable endorsement, should lie addressed to
PHILO IIEBMET,

THE

Bargain.

au

chartered In

ROLLINS & CHANDLER, 3 Merchants’ Exchange,
‘State Street, Boston.
General Agents for New England.

I
District Court

urn

It has a,paid-up capital of $1,000,000.
lit offers low rates of premium.
It furnishes larger insurance than otltei
companies for the same money.
It is definite und certain in iis terms.
It is a home company in every locality.
Its policies are exempt from attachment.
There are no unnecessary restrictions in
the policies.
Every policy is non-forfeitable.
Policies may be taken which pay to the
insured tlieir full amount, and return all
the premiums, so that the insurance costs
only the interest on the annual payments.
Policies may he taken that will pay to the
insured, after a certain number of years,
during life, an annual Income of one tenth
the amount named in the policy.
No extra rate is charged for risks on the
lives of females.
It insures, not to pay dividends to policyholder*, but di SO low «> «.«»*£ iaiai datideuci*
will be impossible.
Circulars. Pamphlets and full particulars
given on application to the Branch Office
of the Company, or to

£^“A lair discount made to couutry stores, expressmen, stage drivers, and also to famines living in the
country, who will do well to dub together, save their
money, and get better goods by sending their orders. All
see

1

mlttec.

Tobacco, Spices, &c,c.

orders promptly attended to.
Come one
Come all! and

Is transacted

IfENRY I). COOKE, Vice-President.
EMERSON \V. PE FT, Secretary and Actuary.

SITGA US,
As

Company

OFFICERS.

1

m0

of the

general correspondence should be ad

CLARENCE H. Ci.ARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Executive

10 lbs Best Rice,
$1 00 ir lbs. Oat Meal,
$1 00
8
1 00 8
Corn Starch,
100
Starch,
8
1 00 8
Peerless Soap, J 00
Tapioca,
5
Seedless Raisins,
1 00
5 1-2
1 oo
Layer Raisins,
0 1-2“
Cask Raisins,
1 oo
0 1-2“
100
English Currants,
5 Papers Hostord’s Bread Preparation,
1 oo
14
Broad Soda,
: 00

Proprietors’ Meeting.

IbfiS.

LL.

TEAS.

—CONSISTING OF—
Three Plv, Nuperflnc und
Super; also Oil
Clothe, und Mali, Irom the best Lowell and
Hartford factories.
Also on baud a good stock of Cloths, consisting of
BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS. CASSIMEKES of
all grades, SATINETS, TWEEDS, CIOTTONADES and FLANNELS.
Also on hand a lot of Ready Made
Clothing, to be sold
out within thirty days if possible.
di-Quick sales and small profits fs my motto.
SwTl
A. HARRIS.

.July

CASH CAPITAL,-$1,000,000.
PAW IX FI

us.

OAH.PETINQ-S,

INSURANCE COMPANY,
—OF THE—

Street,

-----

\V11o

new

NATIONAL

China Tea Comp’y

SUBSCRIBER, thankful to the public for the
kindness and liberal patronage he has received
THE
his
store
High Street, opposite Field & GREATER
Mathews' Furniture
at

SPICES,
of the

a r i: A T

A HARRIS’
Hew Carpet Store!

Belfast, Tie,
is 31
Special Agent for Waldo County.

^ESXJ3?a^L.S!3C’

.,

CiTY

THIS

commands the sun throughout the day.
prettily laid out with a summer house
thereon, and well ornamented with shade-trees. Attached is a voung and thrifty orchard, with a variety of
currant ami plum trees.
The garden spot is 1-2 an acre, in a very high state of
cultivation, and has the sun nearly the entire day. The
land is well divided as pasturage and tillage, and cuts
about 40 tons of hay.
The fences are not long built, aud
in good repair.
Possession can be given immediately. Terms ol' payment easy and satisfactory.
For further particulars enquire of C. II. Treat, at Win*
IfKNKY TKKAT.
terport, or on the premises.
Fraukfort, April 2G, 18G9.
2raos42
The

grounds

are

in the

BY

Probate Court

a

Couuty of Waldo,
the year of

our

on

j

!

Lord

HANNAH

City!!!

OUR QUOTATIONS.
WWe offer, for the present, the lol'owing inducements to CA81I buyers:
Host German Whalebone Corsets at only TO cents per
pair. Linen Crash 10, 11, 12 and 14 cents per
yard. Yard Wide Cottons 10 and 12 1-2.
hi* thousand yards Merrimack, Cocheco, Lancaster,
American, Sprague’s Allen’s, Pacific’s, Munchesler’s, Freeman’s and Wamsutta new
Spring PRINTS, at 8 112, 9,10,
11. 12 1-2 and 13 cents,
warranted FAST
COLORS.
4£<rCotton and Wool Hamilton Delaines 15 cents.
Cotton
warranted
200 yds. two spools for 5 cts.
•tfctrSpool
4fe£r~Ladies’ Cotton ribbed Hose, heavy, 12 cts per pair.

At

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor the
County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol April, in
the year ol our Lord eighteen hundred "*nJ; ixty ninc.
MILLER, Administrator of the estate of Jo
seph Miller, Jr., late ot Lincolnv ille, in said County
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his third and linal
RATES QUILTS,31.50.
account ot administration on said estate for allow nee.
Ordered That the said AdnPr give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be published
three
weeks successively in the Republican Jou.-ual,
1809.
:iw41
Belfast, Apr!!,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
to be held at Belfast, within and tor said County,
Court,
j
outlie second Tuesday ot May next, at ten of the clock
j before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why tin
I
"1WTOTICE is hereby given that the undersigned have same shoulu not be allowed.
ASA THL’RLOLOII, Judge,
this day formed a copartnership under the name
Atruecopy. Attest—B, 1*. Field, Register. .UvU
and style of T. W. & J. W. PITCHER, for the
purpose
of carrying on the Dry Goods business, at the stand occupied by T. W. PITCHER. The debts due T. W. At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
Pitcher individually will bo settled by him.
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in
j the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine,
T. W. PITCHER,
C. BROW N, Administratrix of the estate of
JOHN W. PITCHER.
Benjamin Brown, late of Belfast, in said County ot
Belfast, April 28, 1809.
Waldo, deceased, having presented her lirst account of
Mr. .John W. Pitcher has been lor some years with the administration on said estate lor allowance.
Ordered, That the sahl Aoministratrix give notice to
well know wholesale dealers. Hogg, Brown & Taylor,
ot Boston, ana possesses u thorough knowledge of the all persons interested by causing a copy o this order to
market and the requirements of the retail business. The be published three weeks successively in the Republic .11
former customers of the store will find advantage in the Journal printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate t'ourt, to be held at Belfast, w ithin and for said
new arrangement, it is
confidently believed.
County, on the second Tuesday ot Mav next, at tenet
T. W. & J. W. P,
the clock before noon, and shew cause, it any they have,
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA
llURLOUOII, Judge.
il
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
a

JOSEPH

Mr. & Mrs. A, D. Chase.

Co-Partnership

Notice.

j

|

1_>UEBE

Coal Tar and Tarred

pr/^BBLS.
♦

Paper.

COAL TAU, ONE TON OE TAUUF.D
for sale by .1. \Yr. FREDERICK & CO.
Foot of Mein street.

}\J paper,
3w42

ft Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, in
the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
F. HAHN, named Executor in a certain instrument purporting to he the last will and
testament o! John M. llahn, late of I.ineolnville, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will
tor Probate.
Ordered, That the said Augustine give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to be
in the Republican
three weeks
ourual, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the second Tuesday of May next, r.t ten ol
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.

At

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!! AUGUSTINE
WE

WILL
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lO yds good List colored
1

PrinI,
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yds Cambric,
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wide

successively*

Sublished

A true copy.

Sheeting,

ASA TIIURLOI GII, Judge.
H
Attest—B. P. Field, Register,

hereby gives public
THEhimself
cerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken
the trust of Administrator, de bonis non,
subscriber

6 Linen Handkerchiefs,

notice to all

con-

upon
the estate of James A. Russ, late ot Belfast, in the
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs ; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted
to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the
same for settlement to him.
WM. G. CROSBY.
3w41
on
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Gall at No. 10
ASK FOR PR. CLARKE’S

Cr-ARKin’
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Siiem
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Slitters !

TUo Best Medicine in the World!

Composed of Dock Hoot. Sarsaparilla, Hock Rose
Wintergreen, Dandelion, Wild Cherry. 1 horoughwort,
Prickly Ash, Poplar Bark, Rhubarb, &e. For Weakness,

Loss ol Appetite, .Jaundice, Headache, Sour Stomach,
Piles of loug standing, Humors, and all diseases which
arise from an unhealthy state of the Stomach, Bowel*
and Blood. For which valuable Koots and lltrbs, and
the knowledge ol their great service to sutl'ering human
ity, man cannot feel too thankful to Him who provided
us with all things.

To all Persons both Sick and Well!
If a LONG LIFE of HEALTH and HAPPINESS Is
desired, let these Bitters be taken, particularly in the
Spring and Warm Season.'«*f the vear, iml especially by
the following classes of people: l'lie MECHANIC, who
from his constant in*door labor*, not having sufllcient
access to the bracing and refreshing air out of doors be
comes

weakened

at

tin stomach,

nervous,

pa

e

and sick-

his food not relishing nor properly digesting, ilc
should take these Bitters, and freely, too, in ordei to g a
his system up, right and strong, and in prime condition,
to go through the warm weather in goo.I shape, with IdThe exhllerating and cleansing
constant dailv 1.hors.
power ol the Dock Root. Dandelion, Poplar and Prickly
Ash Bark is what will bring him up, and make him,

ly;

physically speaking,

once, more a man.
The’lll LI. OPERATIVE will find this medicine the very thing to
d
cleanse the blood and strengthen the system,
Pin* PALL and om
BEAL
mild and pleasant to tale.
riFL'L l.ADY has but to take thi- eoianouud fn <. iy ..mi
she will be speediiv restore 1 \o health, beautv a d lin t;
»' 1.1- KG \ MAN
aney. The HONEST F,\ RMKK—? ».*
»; SEDL.Vi' \ if \
HABITS
and LAW VEK, and MEN
—this is your medicine. Alter once u*n
it, ou will
it will improve
n
never be without it.
twenty
1 he MARIN SR will tin it tin* host meet
live per cent.
icine in the world for his use. 1* makes him, while at
sea, heai t> ami ugg« d, and e pable of great enduranci
and « xpesure; and when on shore, it renovati s hi* blood
and restores and repairs his system.
The largest bottle, the lowest price, and the most «•!
fectual remedy in the world.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Chant.*.U
Mechanic'.* Association.
Caution Extra. Owing to the great popularity md
sale of these Bitters, worthless imitations may conn up
in the market, but as you value your life and health, be
sure and get the genuine Dr. Clarke’-.
Shiny Him
Bitters. See-that the portrait of Dr. Clarke ami my.m
ich b«*ftle. N.
simile signature are upon the label of
I.. M. ROBBINS
other is genuine.
«

Weakness and Loss

ot

Appetite Cured.

Melrose, Mass., July H», 1
L)r. E. K. Clarke—D*ur sir'--I have u.»od several bo:
ties of your Sherry Wine Hitters for Weakness, l oss •>!
Appetite and an unhealthy state ot the stomach, and 1
consider them the bot Bitters now before the public.
They add new life and vigor to the system, and l most
cordially recommend them to all that are troubled with
poor appetite, and a dull, sinking feeling which we are all
subject to in warm weather.
I remain yours most respectfully,
J. W. ADAMS, Essex st., Melrose, Mass,

A Case of Asthma Cured, of nine years’ standing.
Dr. E. R. Clarke—Dear Sir;—1 feel It a pleasure to
be favored with an opportunity to tender my thanks to
you for the great cure 1 have received trom your Sherr;.
Wine Hitters of the most horrible of all diseases, the
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all conAsthma. When 1 first commenced using them in the
he
has
been
and
that
taken
month
of July, ISos, I had been aitlLicd with the Asthma
duly appointed
cerned,
nine years, and had tried during that time all the various
upon himselt the trust ot Administrator of the estate of
of
late
In
F.
Eben
Smith,
Lincojnvill,
t,he County of remedies recommended by my neighbors, friends and
Waldo, deceased, bv giving bond as the law directs; he physicians, to no avail, and my family physician told me
all
who
therefore requests
are indebted to .-aid
I never should get cured of the complaint, and that I
persons
deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and those would dieot consumption. Each year I grew worse, and
have
demands
who
any
thereon, to exhibit the same tor this season I was afflicted the worst 1 ever had been, and
settlement to him.
.Jw41
was despairing of ever being better, but fortunately 1
JOSEPH MILLER.
1 forthwith
was recommended to use your medicine.
bought three bottles of your Sherri/ Wine Hitters and
I
used
Before
had
one
them.
bottle I
commenced using
THE EYE.
Tils: HIE. was very much butter; a second continued to improve
me
bottle
cured
a
third
and
entirely
not
my health,
only
of the Asthma, but they restored my general health. 1
still remain well, and am willing, and teel happy to test]
fy to the world the great benefit l have received, hoping
that some ofie else similarly afflicted may be cured by the
same medicine.
PUY8ICIM AVD OCC'CLIST.
Yours respectfully,
NANCY JEWINDS
discovered a new treatment for the Eye and Ear,
Sharon, Mass., Dec. It’., 1S5S.

HAS

If. L

33^.

DR. E. KNIGHT,

St.

'Y7UJRNISHI.NG GOODS AT

r

Here’s Health for the Million!

THE

Eyes,

spool Cotton.

ALL FOR

a

company.
This consideration gives Belfast City Ronds A GRKAl
ADVAN 1 AGE over the bond- of towns and cities which
are subject to this tax, and makes them h> far the most
desirable investment in the murkv
Nearly fifty thousand dollars of these bond* were sold
betor«* the decision ot the Commissioner was received—
and investors will find it for their advantage to send in
immediately, as no assurance can be given that any thlug
more than a limited amount will be disposed of at forme;
11 MU. THORNDIKE,
rates.
tfiO
City Treasurer.

NOTICES

held at Belfast, within and for the
the second Tuesday of April, in
eighteen hundred and sixty-nine.
L. FILES, widow of James R. Files, late
of Monroe, in said County of Waldo
lecensed,
having presented a petition that Timothy M.•>•<.», of said
Monroe, may be appointed administrator on said deceased's estate.
Ordered, That the said Hannah give r.otiee to all per>ur
Interested by causing a copy of this ordr to be puh.1 •:>.< ■.!
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal
printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pn bale
Court, to be held at Bellast, within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of May next, at ten of the dock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, wh; the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
ASA 1 HURLOUGIT, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Fil l.n, Register,
:iwK
At

LOWEST PRICES !.

Cheapest Store

EXEMPT FROM TAXATION!

on

PROBATE

BONDS,

DEOISIOX of the Commissioner ol Internal
Revenue, just received, these bonds are not liable
to the internal revenue tux of 1TVE 1*ER CENT, like
railroad bonds, or bonds given by towns or cities in aid of
a railroad, or by way of a loan'oi credit to a railroad

It is Oudkrkd by the Court that a hearing be had upthe same, on the first Moml i} ot July, A.D.
before
the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10 o’clock, A.
that
notice
thereof
be
and
in
the
Rockland
M.,
published
Free Press and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week lor three weeks, and
that all creditor-, who have proved their debts and other
persons In interest, may appear at -aid time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot said
Petition should not be granted.
W.M. P. PREBLE,
Sw-ll*
Clerk ot District Court lor said District.

south-west, and

Storage,

THE

ONE,

Belfast, April «Uh, 18119.

CONFIDENTIAL.—Young

Ship Painter,

your money by buying your

TEA,
COFFEE,

Also

groceries of the best

COME

PUBLIC

House &

markets here.

save

Good prices paid to farmers for such articles ns
they
bring to market, particularly Beef. Roontl Hogi.
III|1**M’ Ctt,f
Butter, Egga,

STORE,

Wharfage

in

FLOUR, MOLASSES, SUGAR,
TOBACCO,
quality.

QuadLrillc

Geor-1

usually kept

Medico-Chirugical Review, on the subject of the extract Jc4i1,
of Sarsaparilla in certain affections, by Benjamin TravHe will sell at the same low rates as
heretofore, and
ers. F. R. S., &c.
Speaking of those diseases, and dis- feels certain of giving his customers ptrfect satisfaction.
eases
arising from the excess of mercury, he states that
'° b“y g‘TC bim a tr!al- and
no remedy is equal to the Extract of
.•
Sarsaparilla its they will be’saUsfled.CCaSi0n
j power is
extraordinary, more so than any other drug I
am

people

iggest.lon.

Bean’s,

And

BEEF, 1*012Ia, LititlK, VEAL,

perfect

SAFETY.
TWO TABLE SPOONFULS of the Extract of Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to the Lisbon
; Diet Drink, and one bottle is equal to a gallon of the
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions as usually made.
AN INTERESTING LETTER is published in the

Reflect!!

HIS FRIENDS and the Public that he has
on
street, Belfast, opposite A.
keep an excellent assortment of

taken the store
INFORMS
High
D.
where he will

and all meats

DISEASES,

wife,

ryhody's

FRANCIS WHITMORE

Which so disfigures the appearance, PURGING the
evil effects of mercury and removing all taints, the remnants of
hereditary or otherwise, and Is
I taken by ADULTS and
CHILDREN with

beggar appeared
day,
security
§20,000
property.

again.

Ponder ! !

ERADICATES ERUPTIVE & ULCERATED DISEASES

^_

■ml,

MARKET! Read!

SARSAPARILLA

liver like Sohenck’s Mandrake Pills.
Liver Complaint is one of the most prominent causes
acquainted with. It is in the strictest sense, a tonic
of Consumption.
; with this invaluable attribute, that it is applicable to a
Sehenek’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant and state of the system so sunken, and yet so irritable as rendalterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this ers other substances of the tonic class unavailable or inpreparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out \ jurious.
I the gastric juice to dissolve the food with tlie Pulmonic
IIELMDOLDS
Syrup, and it is made into good blood without fermentation or souring of the stomach.
The great reason why physicians do not cure Consumption is, they try to do too much; they give medi- Established upwards of in
years. PREPARED BY
cine 10 stop the cough, to stop the chills, to stop night
II. T. DELMBOLD,
sweats, hectic fever, and by so doing they derange the
The Bank has received Deposits to the amount of nearly whole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and
504
R. Y.
tlie field,
it is not unlikely.
eventually the patient sinks ana dies.
Let 'em come. s? 1 •*0,000.00 lrom 4tio Depositors, up to ibis date.
oeuencK, in ms treatment, does not try to stop a
It takes the newspapers to make a man famous. The cough, night, sweats, chills or lever. Remove the cause,
\
New Orleans blind
in
and they will all stop ot their own accord. No one can
and gave
art the other
fora account which we gave of the exposure of the professed be cured of Consumption, Liver
Complaint, Dyspepsia,
In Tremont, Mr. Winfield S. Sprague and Miss Jane
and swore to
wortii of
I spiritual teats by the Ellis girl was copied by the New Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and M. Webster, both of T.
York Herald. Asa eoneequence, Capt. Baker is receiv- stomach are made healthy.
In Waltham, Mr. Nahum C. Jordan of Mariaville and
If a person lias consumption, ol course the lungs In
t man In Indiana got divorced from ids
ing many letter. from persons desiring information on some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesses, bron- Miss Fricilia Dunham of Orland.
In Gouldsboro, Mr. James E. Fierce of
"at felt so lonesome that he courted and mar- the subject A few days since a letter came to our carg chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass
Sedgwick and
Miss Martha H. Jones of G.
We ol inflammation and last decaying. In such cases what
lot “(’apt. Baker, Medium Squelcher, Belfast.”
In South Montville, by Rev. E. Kuowlton, on
■1 her over
must be done ? it is not only the lungs that are
May-day
wasting,
Mr. John E. Rok.es and Miss Lizzie S. Clark, both of
1( to be from a sceptic :
but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver have eve,
Appleton.
There are some
lost
their
to
in this and every olhmake
blood
out
ot
Now
food.
the
power
of
Winter, that had been vanquished by the warmth
only chance is to take Dr. Schenck’s three medicines,
r town, who are
very much like the fox in the q»riug, rallied on Saturday and flung at us u spiteful lit- which
will bring up a tone to the stomach, the patient
de, who, because lie lost his tall, wanted tle snow-storm followed
will
a
continued
rain. Having
begin to want food, it will digest easily ami make
by
else tail cutolf.
then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and
Herald.
blood;
good
Boreas
the
of
we
out oi
sky,
got this lingering remains
as soon as the body begins to grow, the lungs commence
[ Military notices, beyond the date, name ami age, must
\V<- advise our brother not to
to the
to heal up, and the patient gets fleshy and well.
This Is bepaidfor,\
may expect so mo warm weather,
the only way to cure Consumption.
hut to
his tall—it may be
In Troy, April 10th, Mr. l’eter
is
about
town
East,
rn
the
SalmondjOf
Express, driving
When there is no lung disease and only Liver ComThompson, aged 48 yrs.
Mr. l was a man of exemplary
"ful.
character, and highly esin a new express wagon, shining with paint and gay with plaint and Dyspepsia, Schenek’s Seaweed Tonic and Manteemed by all with whom he associated. Ills death
drake
Pills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup.—
was
delie.
red
he
awould
It looks
though good■V railroad
was held at
Take the Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints, calm, peaceful and happy.
View gilding.
In Bluehill the 20th ult, Ida
from it.
of Eli and
promptly
as they are perfectly harmless.
May,
daughter
last week, in the interest of the
Hannah Bragdon, aged 11 years and 0 months.
Hah
Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
Mar. 15,
The barber and the attorney who occupy the floors beMr Herrick Alien, aged 07 years.
1 i-noliscot
many years past, and now weighs 225 pounds, was wastand River Railroad.
of low
us, sometimes close their doors and go away. At ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pulne prominent anil
citizens
such times strangers in pursuit of law or lather blunder monary Consumption, his physicians
pronounced
his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lie
i Hon. X. G. llichhnru
:v
the pur- upon our premises. We don’t dispense eithr r article.
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his reges of the eompauy.
Mr. Durham, oik Main street, has the best supply cf covery many thousands similarly afflicted have used Dr.
PORT OF fiELF 4§T.
preparations with the same remarkable suclish, lobster-. &c., to. be found in the market. It is ini* Schenck’s
t Massachusetts farmer lias found that cats
cess.
Full directions accompany each, making it not abARRIVED.
to remember this as the season of tish diet is at
portant
to
see
Dr.
unless
solutely necessary
Schenck,
patients
the most profitable stock for the orchardist.
April 58th. Sch D Talbot, Low, Rockport.
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is
hand.
1st.
Sch
May
Lillias, (new) Griffin, Stockton.
:dle thousands of trees in
towns i
professionally at his Principal Office, Philadelphia, every
5th. Sch Calvin, Clark,
Hhiladel.dila, cool to Wm. B.
dertroved
mice, the mice are the ; Ni.w Kiim. We w-•'•id call attention to the advertise- Saturday, where all letters lor advice must be addressed. Swan 8c Co.
He
Is
also
at
No.
32
Bond Street, New
ment of he new linn of William B. .Swan Sc Co., who
dci
professionally
parties on his
SAILED.
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. 35 Hanover Street,
oiler for sale a large and fresh stock of gr. ceric.-.
Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free,
April 28th. Sch Adaline, Ryan, Boston.
i ne
State Convention will be held
20th. Sells Loochoo, Darby, Baltimore; Nellie F. BurSeal- are in our harbor in abundance, and may be seen but lor a thorough examination with his Kespirometer
the price is $5. Office hours at each city from y A. M. to gess, McKeen, Jacksonville.
f igor on the LGth of June.
about the lower wharves almost any day.
3 1*. M.
i
May 1st. Sch D Talbot, Charleston.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
4th. Sch Lillias, Griffin, Savannah.
Crrv Ai au:-. Monday, May 3d. Petitions received;
Tor every office filled." said
“1 N. AI Alathews and 1 others, to have Front street made $1,50 p: r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills
lake one
and
enemies."
“For wider near the Foundry. Referred to Committee to take 25 cents a box. G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
very office filled." Grant
make legal steps to widen‘same. Or B. C. Diusmore, and 9 Street, Bo-ton, Wholesale agents. For sale by all drugadd,
others, to open Charles street and make same from Grove gists.
Iy2fl
'lie rascal and live hundred enemies.”
to Park. Street Commissioner ordered to make same.
THOSE WHO DESIRE BRILLIANCY OF COMResolve making appropriations, viz
Roads and Highdockland Jia.s got a new
at a way Fund, in labor and cash §9,600. For Upper Bridge, PLEXION must purify and enrich the blood, which
§3,930. Pauper Fund, $!,PM). School Fund, $6,000. Fire Helm hold's Concentrated Extract Sarsararii.■at of §.'10,000.
Dept. Fund, §3,ooo. Contingent Fund, salaries, interest, la invariably does. Ask for HelmboLd’s. Take no other.
—AND GKAND l'A\('V
&e., §3,300. Total, § 10.15o. Finally passed. Ordinance
flic
said to lie
feet establishing office
“
of City Alarsh.d was iinaly passed.
g!i, and ever so many inches around the Roll of accounts No. 3, allowed. Liquor Fluid,
$759.15:

|

MEAT

High St.
SHERRTwiNE BITTER^

Am! take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
Is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They aro purely vegetable and will not intoxicate. 39tf

whereby he is curing some ot the worst cases ot
blindness and deafness ever known, without instruments
or pain.
Eyes blind for years, and pronounced incura
ble
the best occulists in this country, have been cured i
in a few weeks.

by

CANCERS! CANCERS!!

Chemist &

Druggist,

ROCKLAND, 9IA11E,

Dr. Knight ha? discovered a new treatment tor Canthat surpasses all others now in use. It cures withknife, plaster or pain, and heals without a scar.
Fistula, White Swellings, Erysipelas, Palsy and Fits
cured in half the time and half the cxpei.se of any other
treatment.
CONSUMPTION easily cured when taken In season.
Every kind of humors eradicated from thesystim.
Dr. Knight invites all afflicted with the above named
diseases to cad and consult him before resorting to any
other treatment. Fifteen days will satisfy any one of the
efficiency of his new medicine. No charge lor consultacers

out

tion,
Office, 31 Ea9t Canton street, Boston.

L. M. ROBBINS,

3mo«-ll

Proprietor of Dr. E. R. Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters,
former.y manufactured in Sharon, Mass. Sold by n
spectablc dealers everywhere in city and country.

SIIIRT PATTERNS
-CUT AT—

11, L,

LORD'S
So. lO 111*1. »|.

V

0

cttn.
_

UAWKK
in

1

HAIXEC’lt.

tie Mil its side inclines,
Lovely in England’s fadeless green
meet the ijuiet stream which winds
!n ough this romantic scene
A
.-ilcntly and sweetly still,
A
win ii, at evening, on that hill,
While summer’s wind blew soft and low.
• ated
by gallant llot 'pur’s side,
His Katherine was a happy bride,
A thousand years ago.
the Abbey’s ruined pile:
Does not the succoring ivy, keening
Her watch around it, seem to smile.
As o’er a loved one sleeping ?
One solitary turret gray
Still tells, in melancholy glory,
legend of the Cheviot day,
te Percy’s proudest border story.
L Iv.ii day it’- roof was triumph’s arch;
Then rang, from aisle to pictured dome,
he light step of the soldier's march,
The musk of the trump and drum ;
And babe, and sire, the old, the young,
And the monk's hymn, and minstrel’s song,
Mi l woman’s pure kiss, sweet and long.
Wi loomed her warrior home.
ii

Wiid roses by the Abbey towers
Are gay in their young bud and bloom :
! hey were born of a race of funeral flowers
that garlanded, in long-gone hours,
A templar’s knightly tomb,
lie ihed. the sword in his mailed liaud,
* mi the holiest
spot of the Blessed I*and,
Where the Cross was dumped with his

breath,

dying

When blood ran free as festal wine,
And 1h( sainted air of Palestine
Was thick with the darts of death.
i'f with the lore of centuries,
Wiutt tales, if there be tongues in trees
Those giant oiks could tell,
< »i
beings born and buried here;
Tah-s of the peasant and the peer,
l ales of the bridal and the bier,
The welcome and farewell,
Since on their boughs the startled bird
.*■ irst, in her twilight slumbers, heard
The Norman’s curfew-bell.

wandered through the lofty halls
Trod by the Percys of old fame,
And traced upon the chapel walls
hath high, heroic name,
roin him who once his standard set
Where now, o’er mosque and minaret,
(bitter the Sultan’s crescent moons;
o him who, when a younger son,
bought lor King Georgo at Lexington.
A major of dragoons.
•

last hull stanza—it has dashed
From my wi.rm lip the
cup ;
l he light that o’er my eyebeam flashed.
flu power that bore my spirit up
Above this bank-note world—is gone;
And Alnwick’s but a market town,
And thi>, al as its market day,
And beasts and borderers throng the way ;
()xen and bleating lambs in lots,
Northumbrian boors and plaided Scots.
Men in the coal and cattle line:
From i eviot's bard and hero land,
From royal Berwick’s beach of sand,
From Wooiler, Morpeth, Hexham, t»u.l
N' e w ca s 11 e u p o n T v n e.

large

j

Sj.

married.

di

PRl V A l E M EDI CAL () VI 1 <; p;.
'21

CmHfutt

Ib^ton, .TI.*#*,

arranged th; pa:i •nts never -or lic.-.r ach otho;
Recollect, the "ill/,- i-ntr.iUi e to !:is 'dice i- .\o, '21. iiav
5*0

..

in? no connection •••. jl: : is residence, consrqupw !v
family interruption. ot'nu «... no count can
;•
h* -itate applying
his iiU

no

..

DR. DIA
it cannot he contradicted. ,-.c ,-i b)
quacks, who will say or do anythin?:, even p< rjur. tit.m
selves, to impose upon patients,) that Infx

is

.'ears

ul*o

ray little

daughter

into

came

were too harsh and unsafe for
nutely a bottle ot this mixture

her tender years, iortuwhich I had prepared <••-pecially tor Neuralgia, Nervous Headache, &c.. was t
hand, 1 saturated a piece of cotton and inserted in the
aching tooth, and to my utter astonishment, In

paid

ri!K

OSt.Y

::i.

m\

X suffering intensely with the Tooth ache, and im
plorcu relief. Creosote and Oil Cloves, the usual r* m;
dies, were suggested to my mind, but these I judged

It EG L LA K Mt.tlH AT'.
AD \' KRTI.SIXG IN BOSt

I'll V >1 A N

V.j Ritters to

SIXTEEN YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact nowdl
known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, Hotel
Proprietors, &e., that h. is u .ich reeommcndi J, and par-

1

ticularly

Standard IVhie
III ITERS !

Speer’s

ro

STRANGERS VXD TRAN ELLERS.
To avoid and escape

quacks,
cities,

LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES,

more

imposition

numerous

ot foreign and native
in Boston than in other larsri

MADE OK

1

ns u:.

DR. DIX
Professors and respectable Piivsiciaus—
him in critical cases, because of
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
through

M'EEK

refers to
|! proudly
many ol whom

the pain was entirely removed. Since thin I have
proscribed it in quite a thousand cases, and in no instance—
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You'll ask if yet the Percy lives
In the armed pomp of feudal slate 1
The present representatives
01 Hotspur and his “gentle Kate,”
Are some half-dozen serving men,
In the diab c »at of William Penn;
A chambermaid, whose lip and eye,
And cheek, and brown hair, bright and curling,
^poke nature’s aristocracy;
And one, half groom, hall seneschal,
Who bowed m* through court, bower, and hall.
From donjon-keep to turret wall,
For ten-and-sixpence sterling.
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I Clears the Feat Iters ot all impurities, ami makes them a.buoyant amt elastic as when mw. Scientific men ami
Physicians have decided that it i.- the best plan y. made
; known tor the pinpos *. This process is NOT 1NJI.K1
: 0US to l'K AliiKBS I For it is done entirely by steam,
and it proves to be exactly wlnit all conditions and quali
1 ties ot Feathers, lrom an entirely new to the oldand mueh
Worn, need to render thorn as perieet as age, quality or
condition will admit of tie ir being made. My ihi< j roe
ess all animal matter, and AI.L .MOTH*- AND WdKMs
AUil DKSTKOA FDaiid removed, the Feathers cl .mi- I,
the tibrrs relieved from their matted position, and giv ing
j to a bed an astonishing increase of bulk, otten more tiiau
)N 1-11A 1,F ! also removing all disugr. eali.e scent, whi h
is so common to m vv Feathers, and relieving them from
all liability to Moths or Worms by the removal of all
gummy and glutinous mutter lrom the quill. When 1 eathrs Miidl, worms make their appearance, they lorn: in
! I lie end of the quill, and come out an l live upon the
libres ol the Feathers until they are entirely destroyed.
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remove the ol»t ruction* of the
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.Sauiiiliiu1 or d«r<*:’n
ifiliM:-*
»!•> ::
Folic and 8?BliiH3*
t*\vr*. the;.
dieiously taken for each case, to eon-. ; ; lie -i,
ac'tion or remove the ob u ruction--whiei, e.IIFm IlyMcntcry -»r HiarriusM. ha?
i
do-e is generally required.
I -. Klimui>ati«ai. ^ouf. (lii'avrk
fl*a!j»statioai «»f f !»«* Heart, olkiin i:» flat*
■ lack and B.oiis*. they should be runtinm.m'iv
taken,as required, i<» change the h :l_ \ .,
,;i
the svstem. With such
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lyioliinsioii Street,
Store.

on

Hear of Woods & Conan ts

f

universally adopted into use. in
country and anion,4
all closes, as tin- mild
bur. eilieient puiyalive
The obviou- reaJ’ilf.
son is, that it is a more iv-
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so

every
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dollt

WHOA!

Perhaps no one rnedieine is so universally reany before

FOUL,

i

on-

quire.* by everybody as
a eathartie, nor was ever

Improvement

l or Old or New Fertile, s, which have become
M.VI i ED an I INdFHIOl S to HEALTH.

WHOA!

•hii'Jl

Medicine.

Foundry.

All letters rcijuirlng advice must contain
Insure an nnswer.
Lost on. .Tan. 1. 1 s*H)—lyr

'I \ IIOKSi:. or !„■ will run awayaud i shall
have to go to Frank F rkins & t'o's, and get my
carriage
it paired for
they manufacture and repair carriage* and
sleighs in as good style as any other tirm in this vieiulti
and they keep constantly on hand carriage* and
sleigh*
tor saie at the lowest rates. Call and see before
purchm
iug els w u-re.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

board the steamer Virginia, lying at East BosN. E. P. PUMP CO., Danvers, Mass.
j
time,
ton. He says that the Deerhound was in fact
One of the linn will be at the Store of their
! nl proof that the condition of the skilled
to
.'
A
Household
Indispensable
every
Perfectly
a paid tender to the Alabama; that she had on (?<j
Agent,
wonderful.' Everybody buys atlir.st sight ! Agents
4)1
mechanics and laboring men of the country board the chronometers
;
and other valuables | making fortunes! Illustrated circulars rree! Address Mil. «
Jevu lcr
Bfl SBC t £.?
to
the working of the double in- which had been stolen from American
is, owing
-TWO
DAYS OMA
ships Ai'icx ,S. M. Co., 20S Broadway. X. Y.
iquity, an inflated paper currency and a (for the thieves were not permitted to land
them at Cherbourg) that a few days before the
i
ruinous tariff, every year
OR. IRISH'S
4 ami
|
growing worse, fight with
the Kearsarge she brought fifty men
and that, as long as the present
—lie attend' for the purpose of assisting
of
from
agencies
Portsmouth (England), trained gunners,
destruction are in operation, there is no who had received their
I
training on the British
Mr. O. H Kl iYEY.
t!a<‘ follouin^ ( ertiticatr froua (txiui*
hope of improvement. As in the official practice-ship Excellent, to work the guns; that A Delicious, llcallliful, Temperance Beverage. Ex- IN KITTINt; Tin: KYI-; i\ DIF I-’ It'Ll -T ill! £S<‘ia;S
th*ni!*n for whom Work has ticcn done in
these
tract
men, when the Alabama left
supplied ior Fountains. For terms and clrculai
Cherbourg,
report made to the secretary of the treas- were stationed
I NI SI \ I. CASES.
at the guns, and had entire eon- j send to nil. HUSH'S Ottawa Beer and Family Medicine
A NKW \XI>
V Al.PAKU: I.Ml'UOVK.MiiN I
We the
Manufacturing Co., No. 31 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, New Those sulli ring from impaired or disoas< d Dion are undersigned, having had Fehtbers lenovated
ury, and by him to congress, at the open- trol of them—for file ofllcers knew
by Ain.
little York, or to SOIJi 11MA YD & CO., 103 JYemout street,
very
rocommended to avail them.-ndves of this opporPMASLKY S NKW PKOCi.SS, would checrlaliy reeom- |
ing of the present session, Mr. Wells takes if anything of gunnery, and tliat lie thinks the Boston, Mass., General Agents lor New England.
tunity.
i metid it as the best method lor the purp *-•■ designed,
nothing for granted—asserts nothing that Alabama tired three shots to one tired by the i $3000 HA LARI. Address 1. S. I’iaxo
| are willing to testily that the improvement made is mueh
N.
Y.
and Eye-glasses greater than would he expected. Tin- Feathers are ivCo.,
i not proved
Our
by an army of facts and fig- Kearsarge.
1
Moved lrom their matted condition, cleansed lrom ail imThe Alabama was somewhat
in her
quick
are
ures against which the
acknowleged to bo
purities, and rendered much lighter, more v ki.-tic, and
plunderers, who are rolling, and hence why the firing was so
more wholesome:
rapid.
most
the
perfect
despoiling the masses, may butt their heads The gunners could not elevate or depress the 1;
b’l.v. Alt:. BA 11, FA
Uiv. AIFKF.N< If, Ki:\, All;
TO SILL THE
ARERBCAM
in vain, from the data furnished
e.rer inmiifaotured, and can
lt\lTH\(.
assistance
to
ho
with
sight
guns
always
THOMAS, Dr.a. KINOSBCBY, Kx.-Al.ivor PIT< IlFii,
any degree of accuracy, therefore At A4JII BAB). 1
by Ion"
’rice$35. The simplest, cheapest and relied upon as ailording perfect case and comfort while 11. H. Foil I Ks, C. I>. FIKLD, H. CIIA>!., Du. W
trusted
to
and careful inquiry, extended over
luck to hull the Kearsarge, for best Knitting Machine ever invented. Will knit 30,000
nearly they
strniythcniny and prescrnny the l'yes most thoroughly. o. PoOR & SON, ('.Vfr. C. 11. WORDIN'* W il.
their liue firing was uniformly
stitches per minute. Liberal inducements to Agents.
correct; but the ;I Address
AIK. 1IOLMKS. N. li. House.
every part of the country in which mauu- shot
AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO.,
We take occasion t > notify the Public that we ,bIAIPSOX,
! A
generally passed over the
or
-deiv,
Spccinn n of work may be seen at A l>. IF i.
Boston, Mass., or st. Louis Mo.
change
lacturing is carried on, he arrives at certain among her rigging without doingKearsarge
to caution them
no pedlars, ami
u High street, where all order- let; v. i.i
e
v
No.
employ
much damdisappear.
alien: ion.
conclusions which lie summarizes as folOu the other hand, he
those
to
prompt
have
our
pretending
I-'." iCi-opsy am! Dn>p«ira3
against
says, the firing of
cHiBig* inage.^
ASIi
liBorior
or
IBruggiwt f«»r j
should be taken in large and !'.•••.-m.-at
the Kearsarge was very true; every time a shot: SW KKT jour
-egoods for sale.
Prices oi' Work.
lows :
4k8 BAILIE—it equals (bitter) Quiniue.!
dm-ii tIn* effect of a drastic purge*.
-to
and
\m.
*>n\
Be
railed
for
if
For the year 18C.7, ami for the first half of the sfruck the Alabama it made her tremble fore ! l* made only by F. STEARNS, < 'hemisi, Detroit.
F,
delivered,
j
your
i
a large- .'i-.-e -deed-! ltak- a
Mupprcioioa
own trucking, $l..V.»; Bolsters hoe; Pillows
a- it produces the desired effect hv
year 1868, the average Increase of the cost of and aft, and toward the close of the action
.-vmpathv
<*.
J he machine is in operation daily in the 1. u
Fay
>~
A- a hunter Vitf. take one or'tu k Villa I
Ageuts H anteil in every city and
all the elements which constitute the food, crash upon crash tore her almost in two umidCourt House.
town to sell St ill son's
mote digestion and*relieve the stomacli.
Ladies' Elastic sapbin I
: building, opposite
»
O
JSbtT"Sati.~taction given on trial or money relniel. b.
clothing and shelterof a family has been about ship, when she filled and went down. She lost Holder. The most, comlortable and reliable article
An occasional dose stimulate the sloma -h and
ever
( o.. Prop Vs.
•17
£
March
ImV.». :>: BKAN
men
M
out
of
.1,
212
with
Belfast,
as
which she began the invented. Send One Dollar for sample, which will be
bowel- into healthy actum, restores the appetite,
per cent.,
compared with the standard
n
*rf
action,
it
lie
returned
not
and
thinks
her
c£
to
o
Du.
G.
Clinton
of
ISliO—'Gl.
was
approved,
invigorates the sy.-tem. Hence it is open ad
powder
Stii.i.son,
prices
bad, her
vantageous when* no serious derangement e\i-’~.
1 he result, In general, of this large increase ofllcers were fools, and the Englishmen who i Boa 517, Derby, Conn.
: I’I IT3 LISIC !
o
¥
I?ITT! I lSi ( !
One who feeds
tolerably well, often timls that a dose
£
in flic prices of commodities of domestic con- worked the guns too self-conceited to imitate
ot tliese Villa makes hfm feel decidedly better, from
CATARRH, NCllOFtLA
J:\VIS- MKWCATKl* INHALANT for 1’litUUIc, i>
the
cool deliberation of aim that
a
to
the
A
man
who
their
li.id
sutlercd
lor
becomes
on
from
cleansing
sumption
lady
laboring
prevailed
years
3
evident,
Deatuess,
I A the only rtuin relict and probable cure ever of- tive apparatus. and renovating effect'on the digesCatarrh and Scrofula, was cured by a simple reined v. Her
O
I
3
by comparing sucli increase with the Increase board the Kearsarge from first to last.
fered to the public. Inhaled with the breath, it goes di- 1
1
and
oj
her
a
to
send
gratitude prompts
the receipts
sympathy
Hit. */. F. .1 IFII if CO., Vmetictil C/t mists,
in tin: rates of wages during the period under
reetly to the Lungs and relaxes the contrary d nerve or
tree ol
o
to any one similarly afflicted.
Dana in the New York Sun
Addiess
muscles which encircle the air tubes, and ihe patient
'■
(radical) gives Mrs. M.charge
f<
LOUI I /.. MASS., f. x
I.
('. Lia.c.ltt, Hoboken, N. .J.
juiparisou—which rates, for the year 1867 as the President a terrible
g
breathes
im
and
natural.
Phthisic
is
on
easy
brought
raking down. After
For sale by all Druggist sin Bellas!.
compared with lfc'GO—'Cl, were as follows : For
O
1 by so many different causes that it is impossible to :aiju -t
a
drawing
contrast
between the
&
damaging
unsullied mechanical labor, 50 percent.; for
anyone remedy as a cure for all persons thus ulllieted.
1E1IIV
Experience in the
®
03
present administration and those of Jefferson, rpiiBEiai
But my I n li a la nt never fads to immediately relieve all
1
I'reafMient «f Chronic un«l Mexual IM*shilled mechanical labor, GO per cent.”
“
CAUTION
cases of Phthisic irom whatever cause it
2
Jackson, and John Quincy Adams, he goes on ea*e».- Physiological View of Marriage.—T111* cheapmay have been
C3
on ; it is always safe and
lisit not content with the general state- to say: “Gen. Grant
est book ever published—containing nearly 300
brought
always reliable.
and
pages,
spent nearly the entire 130 line
o
To
Females
q,
in Delicate Health.
Price
Tf>
cents.
mail
Sold
at
wholesale ami
By
$100,
plates and engravings ol the anatomy oAhc hu- j
®
P‘4
retail by S. A. Howes S; Co., Belfast, Me.
ment, Mr. Wells furnishes a volume of de- week of his term in trying to evade the plain man organs in a state ol health and disease,
with a treatHOW,
and Surgeon. No. 7 I m»iof salutary statutes, because
Physician
provisions
Orders
from
dealers
in
pmedicine, r< spcctfully solicited.
tailed proof verifying the aggregate results.
they ise on early errors, its deplorable consequence upon the j
coTT ST.. Boston, is consulted daily tor all diseasblocked the way for the admission to the most mind and body, with the author’s plan ol treatment-the
•J. C. LEW IS, Proprietor,
I Mailed on receipt of Price. Add rest1,
es incident to the female system.
Prolapsus fieri or
We have room for only a few items :
Htl
and successful mode of cure, as shown
Belfast Me.
important seat in his Cabinet of an almoner only rational
by a
EATOY ft C O..
Falling ot the Womb, Fluor Alims, suppression, and
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the mar- j
A recent comparison of the wages paid in who had bestowed a
other menstrua! derangements, are all treated on new
Mi*.
Landing,
dazzling present. Battled tied and those contemplating marriage who entertain
pathological principles, anti speed} r« iu t guaranteed in a
the manufacturing establishments in
Lowell, in this by the firmness of the Senate and the doubts ol their physical condition. Sent free ot postage !
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new im-de
Mass., and of the prices of ar Ides of domestic frowns of the public, he nevertheless installed to any address on receipt ol ‘*'3 cents, in stamps or postal I
of treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield under
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden I
consumption in the same locality for the years among his constitutional advisers other indi- currency,
it, and the alllioted person soon n joiei s in period health.
Lane, Albany, NT. Y. The author may be consulted
upon !
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the
viduals who, though not obnoxious to this
I sun and 1869, instituted and published
by the
par- any of the diseases upon which his books treat, either;
cure of diseases ot women than any other physieian in
or bv mail, and medicines sent to
editors of the Lowell Courier also aflords the ticular objection, were chiefly
Bought and sold and highest price paid by
any part of
Boston.
distinguished for personally
the
world.
having conferred upon him costly and valuable
following results:
Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish
S. A HOWES & CO.
to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
In tlie Merrimac
The natural result of all this
I benefactions.
Manufacturing
BUT NOBLK.—Self-help for
Company
ltf
I
Dr.
Men,
young
Dow, since 1845, having confined his whole attenlie average advance of the
Jwho having erred, desire a better manhood. .Sent in ~11TT. INVITE the
wages paid in 1868 must inevitably be, that corruption and venaltion to an office practice tor the cure ot Pri\ate Diseases
special attention of purchasers to
-‘!l> 1,1 tlle carding” department,
will walk unabashed and almost uurebuked staled letter envelopes, free of charge. If beneiitted reity
and
Female
assortment
ot
our
Complaints, acknowledges no superior in tin
\\
largeand eilegaut
omitting
turn the postage. Address
Notice.
United States.
overseers, was 60 per caut.; in the “
PH1LANTUROS, Box P,
through every department of the Government. rhiladelpha,
spinning”
Pa.
CLARENCE
IIRE
COACHES,
ITS
N.
B.—All
letters must contain om duller, or tie ) wib
(CLARENCES,
<)1{ TAKEN from the subscriber, a town order,
department, nJ per cent.; in the “weaving” Such evil examples tend to make lucre the
LANUAllS, I. AND AULKTTES, BAROUCHES,
not be answered.
_J for the sum of three hundred dollars, drawn about
department, .»•> per cent. In the repair shops badge ol honorable distinction, and the posCOUl’ES, COLTLETTES, COEUUTTS, HALE
Office
hours
from 8 A. m. to 9 r. >t.
forced to grow in six weeks.
the Lth of October, ls&i, in favor of Samuel 1>. Levnsal*
TOE AND SIX-SEAT I’HAl.TONS, DOC
of the same corporation the
Iy4
ets.
Boston, July 25,1868.
Address L. uutitisu.j
Samples by mail
average advance session of riches the sole passport to power,
r, lor cot:*mutation, he having been drafted and this or- j
BEACH
AW
ROCK
AY'S,
CARTS,
Me.
in the wages of the mechanics was 63
der was drawn according to the vote of the town, as a
eminence, or even respectability.” Mr. Dana | Portland,
per ct
JUME SEATS, CAB
WAGGONS,
In
all
comm
itation
to the said Samuel L). Levonsaler. This I
the departments, 36
of overseers
BIOL AS, CARRYALLS, TOE
is. oiijXiUai.
per ct’ very sensibly Inquires if it is not high time
notice being given as the law’ directs, to forbid all perin dili'erent branches of mechanical
AND NO-TOE BUGGIES
that the masses of the people, who neither seek
BOSTON BUSINESS
sons from buying or
Industry
selling it, as the payment, of it has
STYLE
BROWNELL
in the city of Lowell, the advance In the
nor hold office, should labor for the return of
been
to
me
the
subscriber.
stopped
except
wages
WAGONS, BOSTON CHAISES, &<
of machinists, carpenters, and
11. LEV KX SALElt.
blacksmiths, the good old times of republican simplicity,
Lmcolnvillc, April i:t, lsii'j.
:iw-ll
was .70 per cent.; of stone cutters, 100 per ct!
when statesmen felt a stain as a wound; when 40 Mcliool
Street. Room 2, lBomton, Btnt.i, ! VELO
SIGN .X O l{X A M IINT AL
of brick and stone masons, 70 per cent.
the dispenser of patronage would scorn to feed
transact any commercial business for parties
of all the different styles.
By the examination of the above table (table his poor relations from the public crib: and
residing at a distance from this market. Lverv
omitted) it will be seen that the average ad- when the President would cut off his right i variety of goods on sale in this city bought at the lowest
a
n
e r.
1HE Subscriber, at the Old Stand of
vance in the price of the leading articles of hand ere it should sign the commission of a wholesale prices, packed, and sent as ordered, with bill of
TKEADWKLL & MANSFIELD, has oil- |
the
the
firm
from
same,
signed
whom
by
domestic consumption, In the cities of Lowell man who had bestowed upon him a
purchased—
pa^ed the services ot a skillful horse- j GRAINING, GLAZING, GILDING, and PAPKIl
gift ?
thus affording the purchaser ot the smallest
quantity of I CARRIAGE MANUFACTURERS
and Lawrancc, for the years 1868—’9 over 1860
-dioer, and is now prepared to do Shoe- HANGING executed in the nontext Style, SHIP’S
any kind of goods the benefit of the lowest wholesale )
Him .loorung. m uil its
A
New
1
mg
ork
branches, as well ns can be CABINS Groined, varnished and polished in the most
man
(making no allowance for the varying ratios of
affording the ruinous prolits of the retail trade.
bought a farm re- figure,
22 Sudbury Street, done in the county.
Modern and Best Style. BLINDS painted at a lower
We also sell at the highest market
q»t PQBnflMQ S14 to
price all kinds oi
quantities used,) is somewhat In excess of cently near Pella, Iowa, for so large a
than can be done at any other Shop ; if done before
MLhotlUUIO.
Tromont,
Carriage
l’aintiug,
Trimming and Woodwork, done price1st
w ares and produce, and make immediate cash reprice
( 155
Stroot,
goods,
of April or Alar. Also, CAU III AG L PAINTthe
ninety (HI.CO) per rent., but If the average be that the Pella banks could not cash his I turns. Send for lree circular, and open a
promptly and in the very best manner.
corregeneral
ING
at
the lowest CASH prices.
A
lot
of
Team
large
Sec..
Wheel*, Waggons, Buggies,
BOSTON.
proportionedto the relative importance of the drafts.
spondence with us. Address C. R. RICfiO & CO., Box
on baud to be sold, at prices to suit customers.
Shop on Waohiu{;ton «t. Ilelfaitt, He
[ 3418, Boston, Mass.
March i, lscv.
:iin:t4
3mo33y
at the same

FOR SPRING l SI:, FOR THE WEAK, FOR
THE FARE ! OR I'll I, SIC'KRV, FOR
i TIE AGEI), FOR FEMALES!

i'Uu averts, (and

they

the turbaned Turk
sleep, Bichard of the lion heart!
Sleep on, nor from your cerements start),
Is England’s friend and fast ally;
i lie Moslem tramples on the Greek,
And on the Cross and altar stone,
And Christendom looks tamely on,
And hears the Christian maiden shriek,
And sec b the Christian father die;
And not a sabre blow is given
For Greece and fame, for faith and heaven,

truth,

single on

1

to-day

or

seals,

falling;

age of bargaining, said Burke,

model; but it is,

Standard
Wine Bitters

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS.
Their effects ittui consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single LadiesSECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS:
Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases oi the
-am: l leers of the Nose, Throat and
hotly; Pimples on
t he Pace:
Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other NVe:ik„esse.- in voulh and th -more ,.,ivaneed, at all ages, ot
3>n.

®ecrets of Mte I

j

Creeps

exposure'

both

Address.
$.'5.00 per
CASH, DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS,
Till-: WESTERN WORLD CO.,
all the goods used by us, thus saving the consumer the
Place
and
Park
Cor.
College Place,
profits made by the Importer or Commission Merchant,
P. <>. Box -tj'Jd’J, New York, j the Wholesale and Retail Dealer, each of whom demand
We can give IfSOHF
a larger profit than taken be us.
GOODS TO It OWE DOLL ASA than the Retail
KJEYT.V
! AGE\T9UO!
Our goods
for twice or three times than sum.
% (HINTS, MALE AND FEMALE, WILL FIND IT Merchant
are described on printed check..-, which will be sent in
iTY. for their bc-t interest to engage wi»h the new
for Ten Cents each, to pav postage, printing, &c.
Clubs
book, written by
If the article named in the Check is not wanted, you
2* A 11 T O Y
can exchange from a list comprising Three Hundred
and Fifty useful articles, among which
a large handsome octavo, beautifully illustrated with
steel engravings, selling with astonishing rapidity, and are—
Silk
Ladiks*
Parasols, Radiks’ Fink YViiitk
giving universal satisfaction. Exclusive territory and
Ti ckkd Skirts, Silver Platkd Five Bottled Casto excommissions given. Liberal salaries
a
and
large variety of useful articles, not one of
perienced, efficient canvassers. Send for descriptive circu- tors,
which can be bought in any other way for nearly double
lars giving full information to
A. S. IIALE & CO., Publishers, Hartford, Ct. the money.
Reference will be given, if required, from the most reliable Wholesale Merchants of Boston and New York, as
AGENTS WANTED FOR
to our standing and the strictly honorable character of
our business.
4fGgr“We want Agents in every town to whom the foilowin Commissions will be paid

1

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L. DIX,

if failing to cur. in less time titan
tiny
otiier physician, more
effectually and permanently, w ith
less restraint trom
to all
occupation or less
weather, with safe and pleasant medicines.

carefully

And leave oft’ cattle-stealingLord Stafford mines for coal and salt,
The Duke of Norfolk deals in malt,
The Douglass in red herring;
And noble name and cultured land,
Palace, and park and vassal band,
Are powerless to the notes of hand
Oi Bothschild or the Barings.

reason, fairness

VOv/U

TOOTH ACHE AND AGUE CURE,

IN THESE HARD TIMES

especially

Consented
be taxed, and vote,
And put on pantaloons and coat,

craven

'(SSTOA

COOK’S

annum.

pauperism

to

By Europe’s

stitute the bulk ol the population of a great
city, exhibited an average increase of rents of
over one hundred and thirty per cent, in 1SC9,
as compared with 18(10; while only in a single
case, viz: that of the poorest tenement, which
rented for eight dollars per month in 18C0, and
at sixteen dollars per month in 1S09, was the
increase less than 120 per cent. ? On the other
hand, the advance in more expensive houses
was still greater, averaging over 135 per cent..:
one having advanced
from §20 to $50 per
mouth, another from $25 to §75, Taking the
whole list, which is said to represent fairly the
rental value of the houses of the working
classes of your district, the general advance
in rents was over 130 (130.G9) per cent, in 1809,
as compared with the rents paid for the same
tenements in 18C0.
Another iuterestlng fact developed in this investlgation is, that rents, in the district of
Philadelphia, have advauced iu the value ol'
real estate. Thus the increase in the value of
the twenty-six houses enumerated was, iu the
aggregate, from SGI,200 (gold) in 1800, to §100t'UO (currency) in iSG!) an advance iu eight
years of G5 per ccut.; while the rents of the
same property, as above shown, advanced duriug the same period an average of 130 per cent.
In other words, the capitalist, owner of the
houses, receives from the laboring classes in
the city of Philadelphia, in the district represented by you in congress, a return for his investment one hundred per cent greater than
what was netted to him on the same investment in I860. It may he that this excess in interest is balanced, to a considerable extent, byincreased taxes; but that it is so to the full extent is not probable.
Now, if the statements contained in this table are true, and the name and business standing of the gentleman furnishing them are a
sulllcient guarantee that they are, then it is
certain that, in your district at least, another
of the neccsseries of life—viz: habitations—
cannot be obtained by the laboring classes for
so small an advance ou the cost of 1800 as lifty
percent.; and, furthermore, that, in this
spect, the poor of you city have grown poorer,
while the rich, on a given investment, have
largely increased their incomes.

city

These are not the romantic times
So beautiful in Spenser’s rhymes,
So dazzling to the dreaming boy;
(>ur.- me the days ot fact, not fable,
Of knights, but not of the Hound Table,
Of Bailie .larvie, not Hob Hoy:
our president,” Monroe,
Tis what
Has called
the era of good feeling :•
The Highlander, the bitterest foe
To modern laws, has felt their blow,

come

A Star in the East!!

re-|

sparkling

1 he
Has

TDTL.

|Tcto ^bbcrtiscmcnts.

much higher figure.
A new siur has appeared in the literary circles, called You cannot afford to pay three or four profits on articles
Mr. Wells points out to Mr. Kelley, as
of necessary use, when by sending a Club to
Tin;
Ii.u'minati'.d Western Woki.h.” Its illustrafurther confirmation of the correctness of
PARKER & CO’S
what he maintains, that rents of tenements tions are all printed in beautiful oil colors, from one to
feature
The
In
this
alone
;;t
;i
single impression.
GREAT OAE DOLLAR SALE
for laboring men in Mr. K.’s own district, | seven,
Ii i.u>!inATED AYesieiin World” stands forth the;
have been advanced out ot all proportion
Of PRY GOODS, I.INEVS, PARASOLS, ALBUMS,
.JEWELRY.
to the wages which these laborers receive. foremost of tin1 age. Aside from its magnificent illus- HOSIERY, SILVER PLATED WARE,
CUTLERY, FRENCH and GERMAN FANCY-GOODS,
trations, however, its columns will teem weekly with of every description, you can purchase an 'thing in their
Thus :
Fiction, Solid Prose, Charming Poetry and Glowing lto- immense stock for
It will therefore appear, from an inspection niunce. It is a tit companion of every fireside—the mag- j
OTSTE DOLTaAl’ EACHof this table, that those houses which rented azin =.* of even branch ot literature—the champion of all
noble industries—tlir support of the farmer, merchant, i
The secret of our low prices is thi-:—We have a very
at the lowest rate, and as such were occupied
of
education
the
and
the
masses.
Send
for
j artisan,
spec- : large Cash Capital, and have buyers in all the principal
by ordinary mechanics and laborers, who con- imen copies. Sold by all news dealeis. Subscription cities of this couutrv and in Europe, who purchase FOR

..

*

|

a

n.t.ii. it tl.e Percy’s high-born race,
1!< me of their beautiful and brave,
.'v 1 .ki their birth and burial place,
Tin :r radio and thole grave!
:i’! -tv rnlv o’er the castle gate
h. :i i.iv ,se’s Lion stands in state,
A' in hi- proud departed hours;
A
v. irriors frown in stone on high.
•. mi 11 banners
A:.
flout the sky”
Abov.1 hi' princely towers.

♦

gctu

|

CASTLE.

ITZ-G lil.F.NE

several articles entering into consumption— I
the quantity and value of the flour and meat
j
consumed, for example, being disproportionate
to the quantity of sugar, coffje, anJ lirc-wood
—the advance would be found to stand at even

1 :*>'-!•
V V M.

\

,vrr,

5l«> M > A *

bii:t9 24 \b \l«.
t.
!*• 1 1. K \ ST rv»rv i'l KSI*
brio,
1* \\
».K(>.
W ft l.l.S
u-ii
11, isr.si
.v,ii;n

>S I o.\

Ua.~t, \|.r:i

\ 1

Quickest and Easiest Route t j Boston:

■

WANTED

AGENTS

>

•.

>

rT^EiJiAAE

I

DWAPXKSS,

>

Through by Steamer
i'll \

i ) 1

CARRIAGES!

New

EjMlIilN'L

$i»i'iii£ Styles

!

IOST

MOl'NTACIICM

■

1

AC8SMM88ATI9H AKNCY,

HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE,

OTPEDES

TO THU PUBLIC!

WILL

WM. P. SARGENT & CO.

3F*

i

j

N.

MANSFIELD.

thn-0

j

’l'nrt
ll„i
o'olmV

i

Tvcdm

PORTLAND & MACHIAS LINE.
the steamer

X-I Eg ~W~ I S T O N

B.

GILLUM.

,

I1A1MJ.S I»I I:UINc.. will leave 1*01;H.AM»
on FRIDAY, .March »th, lor KOClv I.A N D, ( A M I) 1. A
15MI.FAST, » AS l INF :11.• I tin itMial l.nndingH as far aMACIIIAS.
PKIl l;MN>
Will reach UFl.f \ST on
ICI.Sl’A^ alo moon, an.l I’OPTl AND the
sainenlyht
For further purlieu! its apply to D. 1).
PlNkilAM,
,,il
IIki.pasi

Clip*.

<

Boston and Penobscot River
M i:n<

11 ANTS’

IAN I’,.

The Steamship WW.TI tniKTTa,
will leave itoweN Wharf, Morton, lor linn*
por every Thursday at 1J M., touching at
innast, bandy roint, liucksport ami >> mtrrport. Krturulng will leave W intrrport < rry Monday, at S 1-v.* \
M., touching at thr ahovr ports. Freight tak.-n nt n*.«
suitable rates.
ft), ft. IRWIN A C O., Agi lity
I%o.
Tfaiii fttr«*«‘t.
lfltf
Belfast, Oct. 26.

FISHING SCHOONER

t

S.

!> U 11 i \i < >N 1 >.

< -•!>« H «
t
Itl MIXIIV
'I'm: sh am: it
in or i:irii.M<>M> i,UV|„..
been pill III complete older the
*■
past winter wifi
eoiniiienei her regular tliriee wrekli
tips let ween
land uml landings ot. tin I'.nob'sc..; ltjier nn,l
IcuvillK Port land on Mei.dav, April I .'III. at 111
I'. M., Ill- on tile arrival id Hie
I'.xplr-. Train linui
ltoslon. I.envinir itellast on .Mntnlav, Wednesd'iv and
Friday mornings at o'clock.
Passengers will lx* ticketed through to Ho<ton ami si!
intermediate stations, arriving he -aimevening
Ketiirning will leuvi Portland m ,-rv Mond.iv
day and Friday evening, at lo o'clock.
I lie Iviclmioud i.s one of the
strong! st ami sal, ,si boatever built, of
remarkable .-petal clean ami comfortable
t asseugers ere assured that ev.
,,4„.s will lie taken
eii-ure their comfort ami safetv.
!'•• !la*t, Api il 7, In',1.
,,

KOK SA1 K I OW, The Schooner Scu
ntor, -'iA tons o. M. in good order, well
found in .Sails, < aide and Fishing Gear.
Apply to K. It. GAUDNKK,
2St<
ltncksport, Me.

■
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ilroad !
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DSl.

GOLD, SILVER,
Ctoin, Drafts and Blonds.

& R

U. VMI K

For Sale.
m.lcli cow, one Kxiuyrs wagon, a tin IVd
die cart, and a large P K. 1 ala ml mare, Round and
kiud.
tf4o
J.r, l.KWIS Helfaet.
Apply to

ONK

new

